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Council Votes To Correct Vacation Pay 'Oversight'
The Murray Common Council last night
took action designed to correct what was
described as an "oversight" concerning
holiday pay for city policemen and
firemen for the current year.
The action was initiated by newly sworn-
in councilman Buel Stalls, who took the
place of Mrs. Jo Crass on the council.
Stalls reported that he had received
several phone calls from individuals af-
fected by the oversight and that he felt that
all city employees should be entitled to
vacation pay if any employees receive the
compensation.
It was explained that apparently when
the resolution concerning pay for city
employees was enacted in January, the
clause concerning vacation pay for
firemen and policemen was inadvertently
omitted.
The council's action last night
authorized vacation pay for six 8-hour
shifts for all firemen and policemen but
the amount of compensation will be
determined by the mayor along with the
police and fire committees due to the
peculiar work week of the firemen. A
"shift" for a fireman is considered as 24-
hours.)
Even though he agreed with the move to
provide the vacation pay, councilman
Melvin Henley pointed out the already
strained condition of the city budget.
"We're not getting our anticipated
revenue," Henley said. He said that
property tax receipts at present were
$35,000 below the estimate made when the
city's budget was formulated. The city is
within its budget, however, partly due to a
$65,000 unanticipated sum generated by
the Sanitation System, he added.
Henley, Stalls and Dr. C. C. Lowry, who
will take a seat on the council next month,
were appointed by Mayor John E. Scott to
study the city's financial situation and
formulate the budget for 1976.
The council approved a resolution which
will enable the city to participate in the
Regional Emergency Medical Service
EMS. The resolution was necessary so that
the city could receive federal funds under
the program.
Also approved was a resolution binding
Murray and several other West Kentucky
communities in an "interlocal mutual aid
agreement." The resolution provides that
each of the communities will assist the
others in cases of emergency.
An ordinance setting the salary of the
city clerk at $9,600 per year and the city
attorney at $5,000 per year was approved
on the first reading.
Two other ordinances—one correcting
an erroneous legal description of property
in the north annexation and the other
amending an ordinance dealing with
sewerage connection rates—were also
approved on first reading.
The sewerage connection amendment
stipulates the charges for connected to city
sewerage within the city limits as $100 and
the charge outside the city as $200.
The council authorized Mayor Scott and
the gas committee to negotiate the pur-
chase of a portion of the "Redden
property" for the location of a gas system
garage as well as warehousing and
maintenance facilities for other city
Timetable For Completion
Of School Remodeling Set
A tentative time schedule was agreed on
by the Murray Board of Education for
improvements at the Murray Middle
School and the city elementary schools at
Its regular meeting Thursday night.
The improvements will include, among
other things, rewiring projects and win-
dow replacement at some of the schools.
August 10, 1976 was given as the proposed
completion date for windows at Murray
Middle, and Sept. 1, 1977 was given as the
date for completion of a hot water heating
system at Murray Middle and rewiring
projects as well.
Acoustics at the Murray High School
gymnasium were discussed at the board
meeting with arthitect Pat Gingles, who
told the board that carpet should be in-
stalled in some areas of the gym, and a
new public address system installed. The




Postmaster Lester Nanny gave the
history of postal service dating back to 400
B. C. in Persia to members of the Kiwanis
Club at the regular meeting Thursday
night at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
"Benjamin Franklin was the first
postmaster," Nanny said. Other dates
mentioned included: 1863, first city
delivery; 1864, first railway mail service;
1896, first Rural Free Delivery; 1971, the
post office department changed to Postal
Service.
"Today there are 31,000 postoffices in
the United States and 90 billion pieces of
mall are handled yearly," the speaker
said. "This service is cheaper than in any
other country," he added. Paul Sturm
introduced Mr. Nanny.
President Perry Cavitt presided at the
meeting Dan Redden was a guest of Harry
McGurk,
Maurice Ryan gave the board a report
on a meeting of "Committee
Springboard," the purpose of which is to
improve communications between the
board and the Murray Education
Association. The meeting was between
four members of the MEA and three
members of the board.
The next meeting of the board was
cancelled, since it falls on Christmas Day,
and a special meeting was scheduled for
the first Monday in January, to elect new
board officers.
A progress report was made on a pilot
project for computerized pupil personnel
reporting, which has been conducted in the
system. It was reported that for the last
two months, the computer records have
agreed substantially with teachers'
records, and the project was authorized to
be the sole method of records-keeping for
the remainder of the year.
The board was also informed that steps
are being implemented on Title IX and
that the district is making substantial
progress toward fulfilling the intent of the
legislation.
systems.
Gas system superintendent Tommy
Marshall explained that the system is
currently leasing warehouse facilities and
the lease will expire in October of next
year. He said that the owner of the present
warehouse would like to sell the property' if
the city will vacate the premises.
The "Redden property," located near
Ryan Milk Co., was reported to have
recently been purchased from Bill DuditeS
by Lynn Lassiter who has agreed to ad
eight acres of the parcel to the city at the
same price he paid for the land.
The city will utilize federal disaster aid
funds for the purchase.
The council approved two rezoning
recommendations from the planning
commission and delayed action on a third
recommendation pending investigation of
whether federal regulations take
precedence over local ordinances.
Approved was the drawing of ordinances
rezoning a lot on Chestnut Street from
residential to commercial use and the
rezoning of a portion of the Northwood
Subdivision from agricultural use to
commercial and residential use.
Delayed was action on a rezoning
request from Bill Crouse on a lot at 1314
Sycamore, where Crouse operates an auto
business.
City planner Dan Grimes explained that
Crouse's business at present is a "non-
conforming" business and that the zoning
WAREHOUSE ADDITION — Work is well underway on an addition to the
Murray Electric System Warehouse,,, at Third and Walnut Streets here. A
Faculty Salary Rbster Sought
ordinances prohibit him from making any
additions to his structure. Grimes said that
Crouse had requested the zoning change to
allow him to construct a separate spray-
painting building in order to comply with
Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA) standards.
Some members of the council objected to
the zoning change because it would be
considered "spot-zoning" and would "open
up the rest of the city" to the same type of
zoning as councilman Dave Willis put it.
The council decided to check the federal
regulations and if the federal rules take
precedence over the local laws, then no
change in the zoning ordinance would be
necessary for Crouse to comply with,
OSHA.
A proposal from councilman Ed
Chrisman to install four-way stops as
Farmer Ave. in an effort to appease
residents of the street who have com-
plained of excessive speed by motorists
was defeated on a 7-3 vote.
The low bid of $1,925 from McKeel
Equipment Co. on an "extend-a-hoe" for
the Water System's backhoe was approved
by the council. The council also authorized
the advertisement for bids on a new radio
for the Fire Department's new mini-
pumper which is scheduled for delivery
next month.
The next meeting of the council will be
held on Tuesday, Dec. 30, since the regular
meeting date falls on Christmas day.
spokesman for the electric system said the new building will have storage space,
as well as office space for the engineering department. Suit Photo by David Fe
Student Senate Votes Funds
For Court Fight Over Records
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Groundwork action continued today at
Murray State University by the Student
Senate of the Student Government
Association as the result of a passed bill
establishing a $1,500 legal fund for the
campus newspaper to use in filing sue
against the institution.
Acted upon Wednesday evening, the bill
stems from the difficulties of Steven I..
Lowery, former editor-in-chief of the
Murray State News, in obtaining the
salary roster of the MSU faculty from
President Constantine W. Curris.
In the Dec. 5 issue of the News, a story
indicated the conflict had been brewing for
seven months despite Lowery's contention
"that the salary roster is public record."
He cited the Kentucky Sunshine Law and
an opinion received on April 29 of this year
from Assistant Attorney General carl
Miller as backing for his position.
The formal opinion from Miller
"that Murray State University is a
Postal Service Reports Total
Year's Deficit Of $989 Million
WASHINGTON (AP) — The financially
ailing Postal Service says it lost $161
million more during the last fiscal year
than the record deficit officials had earlier
anticipated.
The Postal Service severely un-
derestimated workers compensation
payments to employes injured during the
fiscal year, a spokeswoman said Thur-
sday.
The service only recently learned of the
higher workers compensation costs from
the Labor Department, making the Postal
Service deficit $989 million for the last
fiscal year instead of the previous
estimate of $828 million, she said.
Windy and Warmer
Mostly cloudy, windy and warm through
Saturday. Chance of showers and thunder-
showers. Lows tonight in the low and •mid
40s. Highs Sattirday near 60. Showers en-
ding and turning cooler Sunday. Chances
of measurable peecipitation are 40 per cent
tonight, 30 per cent Saturday.
As a result, the Postal Service asked the
Labor Department to supply data on work-
man's compensation claims more frequen-
tly than once a year, the spokeswoman
said.
"In our financial situation we can't af-
ford to have this happening to us," she
said.
The Postal Service has lost money in
each of the four years since the old Post Of-
fice Department was reorganized into a
semi-independent federal agency. The
deficit for the fiscal year ending last June
30 was more than twice as high as the
previous record.
Postal officials expect a still higher
deficit, $1.4 billion, in the current fiscal
year despite a rate increase that takes ef-
fect Dec. 28. On that date, the price of
mailing a first class letter will increase
from 10 cents to 13 cents. The Postal Ser-
vice is losing nearly $7 million per day,un-
der present mail rates.
The higher deficit figure was published
this week in the Postal Service's annual
report. The report has an upbeat tone ex-
cept for its discussion of finances.
"Fiscal year 1975 was a year in which
the Postal Service made substantial
progress in the face of severe financial
problems," the report's introduction by
Postmaster-General Benjamin F. Bailar
begins
Bailer said the Postal Reorganization
Act established four major goals for the
Postal Service: good service, better
working conditions, reasonable rates and
balanced costs and revenues.
"Three of these goals were met during
the year and only the last was not," he
said.
TODAY'S INDEX
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agency and the records of a state agency
are open to public inspection unless
specifically made confidential."
However, the News was not successful in
obtaining the roster and the cause was
picked up by student senator Fayte
Brewer, a graduate student from Murray.
Brewer's bill indicated President Curris
and the Board of Regents of MSU "have
refused to release said information to the
public and it is definitely in the best In-
terest of the students and faculty that said
information ( faculty salary roster) be
released."
Sources at MSU were doubtful whether
any such SGA money could be used to file
suit against the university itself prior to
the Wednesday meeting of the Senate.
Their thoughts were correctly founded
according to SGA Advisor Clyde Stunson,
who refused to sign the authorization
forms for the payment of a portion of the
funds when he was approached Thursday
afternoon.
"In view of what I knew of the situation,
I did riot feel the SGA money should be
used for such a purpose...although no one
told me not to authorize the payment,"
Stunson said.
SGA records show 18 senators of 31 voted
in favor of the now-controversial
legislation, while three cast "nay" rotes,
two abstained, and seven were absent
from the meeting. President Cathy Cole
does not vote during Senate action other
than in the case of a deadlock on a par-
ticular issue.
"Various stories have been reported to
the news media which all have been
unauthorized by the SGA as a whole," Ms.
Cole said Thursday night. "Rather than
the SGA's viewpoint being expressed,
what has happened is that several in-
dividuals have expressed their own
thoughts on these matters," she added.
In another development Thursday, Tim
1,angford, executive secretary of the SGA,
indicated the MSU Faculty Senate met in
late afternoon and "voted near-
unanimously to support Student Senate bill
209.- He said that there were "about 21
persons present at the meeting."
One reason recorded in the bill for the
need of the Student Senate to pass the
legislation was "the Faculty Senate does
not have a source of funds from which to
finance a legal case," but nothing was
included to indicate how or where funds for
the court case would come if neither group
was able to raise the money.
Lowery, who was present at the Wed-
nesday night meeting as a guest of an
unidentified senator, said he had originally
sought the faculty salary roster in order to
do stories relating to alleged variations in
salaries at the institution.
Any action taken by either side on the
matter will apparently have to be done
rapidly if it is to be done before the
departure of the MSU student body for the
Christmas holidays next Wednesday.
The News also listed in its Dec. 5th issue
that "Lowery has received support from
the State Journal in Frankfort and the
Union County Advocate in Morganfield."
Since that time, the campus newspaper
has named Jayne Clark, a Marion junior,
as acting editor-in-chief to replace Lowery




Volume was lower, but prices were
higher than a year ago as the Murray and
Mayfield air-cured tobacco sales began
Thursday.
Sales amounted to 337,082 pounds, for an
average price of $83.31, while sales a year
ago were 367,704 pounds for $65.56, ac-
cording to Holmes Ellis, general manager
of the West Kentucky Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
KACO Expected To File Suit
To Overturn Judicial Reform Bill
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Ken-
tucky Association of Counties is expected
today to consider a motion to file suit to
overturn the state's newly passed judicial
reform bill.
Perry County Judge Babe Noplis
proposed the suit Thursday as the
association opened its annual meeting. It
was tabled for consideration by the
association's executive committee Thur-
sday night and was expected to be brought
op again in open session today.
Noplis said he wants the suit filed in U.S.
District Court •,
Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller
Is president of the Kentucky Association of
Counties.
The judicial amendment was passed in
last month's general election, but Pike
County Judge Wayne T. Rutherford said
"people were misled into voting for
something they knew nothing about."
Rutherford told the association that
public money was used on Kentucky
Educational Television to lobby for
passage of the amendment, which will
reorganize the state's justice system, par-
ticularly at the county level.
Under the amendment, county judges
are to be relieved of all jurisdiction in
criminal cases, with that jurisdiction to be
placed in the hands of an elected district
judge.
While the amendment was the major
topic of conversation at the association's
meeting Thursday, the county officials at-
tending did pause to hear Gov Julian
Carroll tell them the state could lose $12
million in federal funds.
Carroll did not specify what programs
might be affected by the cutbacks, but said
he and his staff have been involved in some
"intricate budget situations" in the past
two weeks.
"The federal government entices us into
starting these services and then pulls back
the rug," Carroll said. "Can we continue
these services? We're going to ask the
people, what do you want us to continue..
"We don't have the resources to be
everything for everybody," the governor
continued. "It's time to turn to the com-
mon sense of the people, reach baek to
them and start over"
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By Abigail Van Buren
Dad Treats Her
Friend with More than
Courtesy
DEAR ABBY: Cathy is my best friend. We are both 15.
Cathy spends a lot of time at my house. When my father is
home, he has the habit of kissing Cathy on the lips
whenever she arrives and goes home. Do you consider this
proper behavior for a 38-year-old man?
Also, my father is always trying to get Cathy to sit on his
lap. Sometimes she does and sometimes she doesn't. I don't
know if this is embarrassing to Cathy or not. As a daughter
it doesn't bother me, but I sure wouldn't want Cathy's
father kissing me on the lips or asking me to come sit on his
lap.
What is your opinion?
DADDY'S DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: I think Cathy is • little t
oo OLD to
be kissed on the lips by your father. And
 your father is
much too YOUNG to have a 15-year-old 
girl on his lap
DEAR ABBY: Allen and I have been marrie
d for four
years and have a darling baby girl who is 
nearly 3.
Allen is an excellent provider, and I am content
 to stay at
home and be a full-time wife and mother.
My problem? I feel that woman was put on 
earth to serve
her husband and bear children, but every time I m
ention
having another baby, Allen explodes. He sa
ys, "One is
enough and that is final!"
Abby, I've always wanted six children, but I'd
 settle for
just one more. To me a large family means 
everything. I
have literally begged him, but he refuses to 
hear of it. In
fact, he says if I get pregnant, he will divor
ce me!
I went on the Pill after our first child was 
born, but I
.stopped three weeks ago. Allen doesn't know 
I stopped, and
'he'd hit the roof if he did.
If! do get pregnant, what is my next move? I 
hate being
underhanded, but it was my last resort.
Please help me.
WANTS ANOTHER BABY
DEAR WANTS: You say • large fami
ly means
. "everything" to you and that your hu
sband has threatened
Ao divorce you if you become pregnant! T
o compound the
problem, you're playing Vatican roulette. You ha
d better
level with Allen. You just might be marri
ed to the wrong
DEAR ABBY: I am dating a girl who refers to herself as
a "feminist." I consider myself a gentleman and not the
least bit chauvinistic.
Here's my problem: Nancy objects to my doing things
like opening doors for her, helping her with her coat and
standing up when she enters the room.
These old-fashioned courtesies have become second
nature to me, and I feel foolish when Nancy refuses to allow
me to perform them.
This is the only thing that bothers me in our otherwise
perfect relationship.
I hope you print this, because Nancy reads your column,
and I want her to see it.,
DEAR "S": All right, so assuming she sees it—that still
: doesn't solve your problem. Nancy says these old-fashioned
: courtesies have got to go, and you feel foolish capitulating.
; If you want your "otherwise perfect relationship" to get off
. the ground, either start treating Nancy like one of the boys






5c") Value for '4"
On Sale at
Capri-Cheri-eine' Boxoffices
Open House was held November n at the Carter Elementary School Dennis Taylor, cent
er,
principal, and Mrs. Ina Lee Francis, on his right, second grade teacher, 
talk with Larry Gilbert, left,
and Mrs. Gilbert, right, concerning their daughter, Valerie, center, and 
her work. Also in the pic-
ture is the small son of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert. Visitation was held in 




FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
There's never a dull moment
when you are at your best— and
this is a day when you SHOULD
be. There's plenty of planetary
help for the ambitious, op-
timistic do-er.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tS4a'
You may have to discipline
yourself sternly to keep on the
road to accomplishment now.
Be especially careful not to lose
your temper if certain persons
annoy.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Many demands will be made
on your time and effort. There
won't be an easy way to handle
but, with your optimism,
originality and ingenuity, you'll
find the means with which to
cope.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 490
Fine influences! A good day




( July 24 to Aug. 23) 124:g
Don't let your curiosity get
the better of you. It just COULD
lead you into a ticklish situation
which would prove far from
desirable.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) %.
This day is especially tailored
for scientific matters; profes-
sional, technical workers; also
has bright prospects for
teachers, students.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Aril
Sincere endeavor and ac-
curacy could carry you far
beyond expectations if you put





( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nveltic
Tip-top Mars influences
stimulate possibilities of
progress. You should feel
buoyed for action. Details,
tedious work, well-handled, can
bring fine returns.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) e40
Jupiter's auspicious influence
fans the fire of enthusiasm for
dedicated purpose, popular
enterprises. This should be a
day to remember.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 3d4
Saturn favorable. This is the
time to press forward with all
the grit and good will you can
( and that can be a great deal
when the Capricornian really
tries).
AQUARIUS .s.•
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
=
In making changes or starting
anything new, consider all
possible after-effects. Weak-
ness in spots must be shored up.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Some favorable hours; others
will present unexpected ob-
stacles. With self-confidence
and your innately philosophical
attitude, you can take all in
stride.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with keen mental and
physical abilities which usually
coordinate extraordinarily well
to produce a high level of
success. You are innately
logical, objective and per-
ceptive in your thinking and,
properly educated, of course,
could succeed in almost any
field of your choosing. Your
fair-mindedness and keen sense
of justice make you an out-
standing mediator or arbitrator
and your idealism and integrity
inspire others to follow your
lead.
ROCK WITH US TONITEI
A SEI/INCK
INTERNATIONAl KAN viCrira.MiNG "sr 41 TRO.GOiDiAMAYiR



















A work of comic genius.- ABC TV
FircyGRA












Late Show Fri & Sat. 11:40
TEENAGE MILK MAID (X)













(Photo by Gerald Carter)
Secretaries Will
Meet On Monday
The Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association (International) will
meet Monday, Dec. 15, at seven
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House on Vine Street for
the annual Christmas party.
The buffet meal will be
followed with entertainment by
Mrs. Treva Mathis. Husbands




Ora King is a patient in Room
D-6221, Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tn. 37203. Persons
may send him cards or letters
there.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Teddie McCuiston of
Murray Route Eight has been
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CALENDAR
Friday, December 12
Murray Art Guild is open
from noon from four p.m.
Special sale of Murray
Woman's Club cookbooks will
be at Calloway County Public
Library, and downtown
branches of Bank of Murray
and Peoples Bank all day by the
club members.
P. U. Band will be presented
in a program at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight p.
m., as sponsored by Murray
High School Band Boosters
Club.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
have a party at the Masonic
Hall at 6:30 p. m.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. & A.
M. will meet at the Lodge Hall
at 7:30 p.m. Officers will be
elected.
Saturday, December 13
Christmas party for children,
preschool through third grade,
will be at Oaks Country Club at
1:45 p. m. with surprise visitor.
Call Barbara McCuiston, phone
436-2532, for information.
Church wide potluck supper
for congregation of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will be
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p. m.
Murray Art Guild is open
from noon to four p.m.
Murray Shrine Club's annual
Christmas party and potluck
dinner will be held at the WOW
Hall at 6:30 p.m.
i; Sunday, December 14
;Christmas concert by
Calloway County High School
Band and Chorus will be at the
Jeffrey gym at three p. m. The
public is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleat Downing
of Benton Route Five will have
open house in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary
at their home from two to four
p.m.
Murray Art Guild is open
from noon to four p.m.
Christmas cantata will be
presented at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church at 6:30





program will be held at two
p.m. at the church.
First Christian Church will
have a potluck supper in the
fellowship hall at six p.m.
St. Leo's Parish Christmas
party will be at the Murray
Woman's Club House, 702 Vine,
at six p. m. Make reservations
by December 12 by calling 753-
9953 or 753-7431.
Young Adult I Christmas
party of First Baptist Church
will be held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Jones at eight
p.m.
Monday, December 15
Caroling, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Center, for all
MS students, faculty and staff
will start at the center at 6:30
p.m.
Tuesday, December 16
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church wW meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the church.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
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Get A Taste of the oldest
yet newest trend in
cooking!
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Plans have been completed
by Miss Martha Hendon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Hendon, for her marriage to
Danny Roberts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Roberts.
The vows will be read on
Sunday, December 14, at 2:30
p.m. at the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church with Rev.
Lawson Williamson officiating
at the double ring ceremony.




Forrest, organist, and Mrs.
Gerry Requarth, soloist.
Mrs. Howard Debbie) Moss
will be the matron of honor and
Mrs. Mike I Shiela ) Hutchens
will be the bridesmaid. Little
Miss Danette Roberts will be
the flower girl.
Hal Barrow will be the best
man and Bobby Atkins will be
the groomsman, who will also
serve as ushers.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club met at the lake cottage of
Mrs. Lucy Alderdice for a
Christmas luncheon on Wed-
nesday, December 10, at ten
a.m. with Mrs. Bobbie Cook,
president, presiding.
Mrs. Patye Overcast gave the
devotion reading from Isaiah
9:6 and gave comments on
Christmas. Nineteen members
answered the roll call with
"something you remember at
Christmas as a child." Mrs. Iva
Alford, secretary-treasurer,
read the minutes and gave the
financial report.
Landscape notes on
"Christmas Cactus" were given
by Mrs. Lucy Alderdice.
Lunch was served at noon.
Christmas carols were sung
with Mrs. Louise Short playing
the piano. Gifts were ex-
changed.
The next meeting will be held
at the Holiday Inn on Wed-
nesday, January 14, at ten a.m.
Sunshine friends will exchange
gifts.
Attending the meeting of the World Friendship Club held at the Baptist Student Center were,
left to right, standing. Gulsen Ford and baby, Scott, Turkey, Edna Butler, Spring Creek, Dina
Georgiou, Greece, Rena Butler, Spring Creek, Cecilia Mendes, Nigeria, Johnny Crass, Mid-
Continent Bible College, Thelma Warlord, Murray, Martha Hodge, Cherry Corner, Monica
Walston, Germany, Ruth Oluokun, Nigeria, Edith Noffsinger, Murray, Connie White, Memorial,
Nancy Culp, Briensburg, Judith Sobowale, Nigeria, sitting, DM, Mathew, India, Tina Olson, Ger-
many, Millie Gayle, Jamaica, Adiaha Udo, Nigeria, WI-Young Cho, Korea, Anne Essien and !Lissy
Ekere, Nigeria, front, Arunee Snitwongse, Thailand, SachlitO Ferguson, Japan, Sheila Foster,
Owensboro, Grace Tsang and Areen Kao, Taiwan Republic of China, Mina Chung, Korea, Isiok
Udo, Nigeria, and Gracie Erwin, Kirksey, not pictured. Chinese food was cooked by Grace Tsang
and Areen Kao.
Of Interest To )Senior Citizens
Special Adifs Awned Vests
Places For The Ares Senior Canvas
Special activities for the
Senior Citizens of all parts of
Murray and Calloway County
have been planned for the
coming week, according to
news releases from the main
office at St. John's Episcopal
Center, phone 753-0929.
On Monday at six p. m. the
TELLER-24
If the end of your money is coming before the
end of your Christmas Shopping, why not use your
TMER-21 Card at ow SOUTH BRANCH?
Our new view of banking.. .serving you
21 Hours a day - 1 days a week with TERER-21.
MrmefFR FDIC
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
have its Christmas potluck at
the Kirksey Methodist Church
Fellowship Hall (old school
cafeteria). A Christmas skit
will be given by the First
Graders of North Elementar
School followed by the singing
of Christmas carols. Persons
may call Jan Maddox at 753-
8193 for information and
everyone is invited.
The Arts and Crafts Group of
the Dexter community will be
held at 9:30 a. m. on Tuesda!,
The Ellis Center, Murray, will
open at ten a. m. followed by a
devotion, group siatIng of
hymns and Christmas songs at
10:30 a. m., sack lunch at noon,
and band practice at 12:30p. m.
On Wednesday at noon, the
Hazel Senior Citizens will meet
at the Hazel Conunnnity Center.
Each is to bring a sack lunch
and one dollar grab bag gift.
The Lynn Grove Senior
Citizens will meet at twelve
noon Wednesday at the Salem
Baptist Church for a Christmas
potluck luncheon. Persons may
bring their own handwork and
visit with friends. For in-
formation call Jan Maddox at
753-8193.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p. m. Wednesday.
A potluck luncheon will be
held at Ellis Community Center
on Thursday at 11 :.30 a. m Gifts
will not be exchanged, but each
is asked to make a donation of
25 cents to help pay for supplies.
If you can not prepare a dish
you may make a larger
donation and this will be used to
buy extra food.
On Friday shopping for
Murray senior citizens to Roses
and Kroger will be at 9:30 a. m.
and shopping for Murray group
to Big K and downtown will be









Whole wheat and cracked
wheat flour keep best when
stored in a cool place. These
flours contain wheat germ oil
which can become rancid at
warm temperatures. Transfer
whole grain flour into metal or
plastic canisters that are air-
tight, then store in refrigerator.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Holds
Meet; Shower For Vicky Holton
The Xi Alpha Delta chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi met on
November 20 at the community
room of the Federal Savings &
Loan Building. This was a
working meeting to preyiare for
the Christmas Bazaar the
following Friday and Saturday.
The sorority would like to take
this opportunity to thank the
public for making the Bazaar a
success.
On November 18 and 19 the
sorority made "Santa Pictures"
at Sears. This project was very
successful because Holland
Drug donated the film. The
sorority would like to publicly
thank Holland Drug for their
generosity.
On December 4 the group met
at the Community Building on
Ellis Drive for their regular
meeting. Joyce Thomas,
president, called the meeting to
order and asked for reports
from each committee chair-
man.
Debbie Lyons, Chairman of
the Service committee reported
on the "kick off" coffee spon-
sored by the sorority for the Girl
Scouts. Barbara Williams,
Chairman of the Social com-
mittee gave the final plans for
the Christmas party to be held
on December 18.
At the close of the business
meeting a baby shower was
held for Vicky Holton. Refresh-
ments were served by the social
committee.





Dick, Baby Boy A and Baby
Boy B ( Parents: Kenneth and
Helen Irene Dick) Box 34,
Lynnville, Turner, Baby Boy
iparents: Donald and Brenda C.
Turner), Route 3, Benton.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Dorothy Louella Dan-
ner, 103 South 10th St., Murray,
Wayne- E. Gammons, 500 N.
Cherry St., Murray, James A.
Turner, Route 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Marilyn C. Barksdale, 1655
College Terrace, Murray, Mrs.
Mitzi D. Faulkner, Al9 Fox
Meadows Tr. Ct., Murray, Miss
Geneva N. Dodd, Box 4970 Hart
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Erma
Perry, 500 S. 2nd., Murray,
Bennie C. Dodd, Route 4, Box
256, Murray, Mrs. Olga N.
Bouldin, Route 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Mary B. Rushing, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Mur;ay, Martin W.
Bailey, Route 2, Box 37,
Murray, Mrs. Ida Crump, Route
1, Hardin, Mrs. Celia Lawrence,
321 Woodlawn, Murray, Edward
Ferguson,1005 Sharp, Murray,
Miss Christine Coklow, 206
Spruce St., Murray, Mrs.
Estelle L. Jackson, Route 2,
Murray, Fenis Cecil Holland,
Route 1, Almo, C. C. Clayton
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Mitzi Faulkner, Helen Foley,
Mary Graves, Joyce Gibson,
Debbie Grogan, Linda Hodge,
Vicky Holton, Pam Hulse, Sue
Ann Hutson, Debbie Lyons,
Shirley Martin, Shelia Suiter,
Joyce Thomas, Barbara
Williams and Glenda Wilson.
The Carriage House Presents
For the holidays and for years to come, a
Restocrot is everyone's favorite relaxer. Rock
or enjoy total comfort in two body-adjusted
reclining positions. It's a handsome addition
to any home, and a generous gift of lasting
thanks! Upholstered in your choice of stain-
resistant polyester plaids, solid color textured
olefins, or luxurious vinyls.
Wing Restocrot Recliner only— $219.00
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A Fable On
Shoplifting
( EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following article was written last
year by Don Lampkins for the
Personal Enrichment Center at
Murray State University and
was published in this newspaper
at that time. It seems appropriate
to reprint the article this year.)
A FABLE
Once upon a time there was a
young man named Sherlock
Shoplifter. He appeared perfectly
innocent and never seemed to
want to harm anyone. As a matter
of fact, he wanted the best for his
friends and himself. So being the
kindhearted dude that he was, and
not being financially endowed, he
began to "pick up" articles from
the business establishments
around town. But one day he was
spotted by the store manager, and
was detained until the police
arrived; which was the
manager's right.
Well, once before the judge, he
was informed that he could be
fined $300 and-or six months in
jail. Thinking of Sherlock as a far
out guy, the judge let him off with
a small fine.
However, there came the day
that Sherlock Shoplifter met Rita
Letters To The Editor
Ripoff, also an ex-offender, and
they began their mischievious life
together. Little did they know that
they both were to be caught by the
authorities again.
They later discovered that their
apprehension was due to the cur-
culation of mug shots and finger-
prints taken of them from their
first offense. This time the judge
informed them that their crime
was punishable by a.$500 fine and-
or six months in jail. The judge,
still giving them the benefit of the
doubt, suspended the jail sentence
and gave them a fine of $250 each.
Time passed and Sherlock and
Rita did not learn their lesson.
Modern technology of new shoplif-
ting preventions was their down-
fall this time. And a downfall it
was, because the judge told them
that this was their third offense
and punishable by one to five
years in the penitentiary. And,
zap it to them he did. Both
Sherlock and Rita are living hap-
pily ever after, writing letters to
each other from their respective
institutions.
MORAL — HOT HEAD, HOT
HANDS, HOT MERCHANDISE
BLAZES HOT TRAIL TO
TROUBLE.
Thanksgiving Service A Success
The Joint Thanksgiving Service spon-
sored by the Ministerial Association was
held Thursday, Nov. 27, at the First
ClIristian Church of Murray. Over one
htindred people were in attendance at the
btief but meaningful service.
:4
Ear Editor:
:bozens have indicated that they thought
tlis was the finest Christmas Parade
ldturray Rotary Club has ever sponsored in
lite four years running.
blibviously it took many here in Calloway
Cbunty, to help put it on besides members
ot the Rotary Club. We want to say how
rOuch we appreciate all the participants
ially the Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts
o marched or rode in cars, the young
phople and adults who made the floats, the
stool band members and their directors,
AI the kings, queens, and sweethearts,
hitiirray State University, and Fisher-
P,tice.
And finally, thanks goes to the Murray
Ledger and Times which gave excellent
An offering of $57.31 was collected to be
used by the Association and for the Poor




Thanks For Parade Help
and extensive coverage to the event.
Appreciatively yours,
David Roos, Christmas Parade
Co-ordination Chairman
Bible Thought
For whom the Lord loveth he
chasteneth, and scourgeth every
son whom he receiveth. Hebrews
12:6.
Discipline is not punfshment
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Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on copyrighted outltnes produced by the Committee on
the Uniform Series and used by pernumem.
MATTHEW AND THE MESSIAH
Matthew 4:13-16
By H. C. Chiles
Christ Jesus went to Nazareth, where He
had resided as a child, a youth, and a
young man. When He preached in the
synagogue His message was rejected.
Upon leaving Nazareth in the sparsely.
populated valley, and quite some distance
from the great highways over which so
many traveled, Christ went to Capernaum,
a more populous and flourishing place on
the northwestern shore ..of the Sea of
Galilee, as well as being on one of the
major highways, and there He established
His headquarters for His ministry in
Galilee.
Using the same theme as John the
Baptist, Christ called upon the people to
repent, not only of their sinful manner of
living, but also of their wrong opinions
concerning a temporal kingdom of the
Messiah. Matthew portrayed Jesus as the
Messiah Who delivers all true believers
from the darkness and brings them into
the kingdom of God.
Matthew 12:15-21
Passing through the cornfields on the
Sabbath, Christ and His disciples, being
hungry, plucked corn and began to eat.
For this the Master was censured bitterly
by the scribes and the Pharisees. Going
from their presence into the synagogue,
He healed a man with a withered hand,
whereupon the fanatical Pharisees were
infuriated and took counsel and planned
how they might destroy Him. It seemed
that the more graciously Christ worked in
their midst the more they hated Him. They
were determined that they would prevent
Christ from doing any more teaching or
miracle-working.
Upon Christ's withdrawal from the
angry Pharisees, many of the people
followed Him and requested that He heal
them. Christ promptly healed them, but
requested them not to publicize His work
of healing. Already Christ was being
threatened by the Pharisees, and any
additional publicity of His work of healing
would only make it more difficult for Him
in His contacts with these bitter enemies.
The Pharisees had such a distorted con-
cept of the Messiah that it would have been
extremely unfortunate if more had been
said about Him as being the Messiah at
that time.
Verses nineteen and twenty give us a
beautiful picture of the tenderness,
peacefulness, and quietness of the
Saviour's disposition. Our gracious Lord
selected a reed as a likeness to the
Christian. The life of the Christian is
bruised by temptation, sin, affliction, and
sorrow, but our Lord does not throw it
away as if it were useless. Instead, He
repairs it and makes it useful again.
Neither does our Lord throw away a
smoking flax as if it were completely
worthless. Rather, Christ kindles the
flame of faith, knowledge, love, and zeal in
the Christian and makes him of great
value in His service.
Matthew 21:1-5
As Christ and His disciples approached
Jerusalem, they came upon a little village
named Bethpage. There Christ demon-
strated His omniscience by commanding
two of His disciples to prepare for His
entry into the city, by securing for Him a
certain lowly animal and her colt. The
providing of these animals was not man's
plan, but the outworking of all things
according to Christ's fore-knowledge.
Having received the Lord's instructions,
the disciples immediately went to do as
they had been commanded. We could wish
that all Christians were as prompt in their
obedience to Christ as those early disciples
were. At first His command may have
Let's Stay Well
Acute Nasal Sinus Infections
tresident Gerald Ford has
bits' willing to button on his
beet-proof vest and face would-
assa.ssirts. but our excep-
tifrially healthy President was
faired to stay home recently
bkause of a sinus inflammation
v.irch followed an acute upper
rdre
ratory infection
sinuses are small cavities
itrthe skull. They are connected
to:the nasal passages and lined
with a mucous membrane which
hobs to secrete moisture into the
nipe. Became the sinuses are
filled with air, they increase the
r of 
the skull and help to
resssonance to the voice.
here-'are four groups of
stuses. One pair lies in the
cnirkbones on 
either side of' the
(maxillary); two just above
tilt eyes (frontal); a group in 
the
rdb( of the nasal passage be-
tween the eyes (ethmoid). a
nd
By F .1 I. Blassingame. M
another one behind the eyes
(sphenoid). Infection can easily
spread to any and all of the
sinuses when the nasal
membranes become infected.
If the sinuses become blocked
because of swelling, pain and
fever results. The voice may
sound stuffy as if one has a cold.
The diagnosis is usually made
according to the patient's histo-
ry, by examination of the nose.
and occasionally by X-ray,
especially in those cases involv-
ing the deeper sinuses. The cli-
mate, dampness and smoking
may make certain individuaLs
more susceptible to sinus infec-
tions (sinusitis).
Treatment is directed to open-
ing the blocked sinuses to facili-
tate drainage and ventilation
with decongestants taken by
mouth or as a nasal spray and
vapor inhalation Antibiotics
may be prescribed to knock out
the infection, and aspirin will
reduce fever and discomfort
Surgery is not used in acute
sinus disease
As in President Ford's case,
bedrest is recommended with
recovery usually occurring with-
in one week if treatment is
started promptly and followed
through the course of the illness.
Q. Mr. T.C. asks if it is possible
for a person to develop an extra
breast. What is the significance?
What should be done about it?
A. Extra breasts are not rare
In male or female. In lower
animals, several breasts are nor-
mal, as in swine. Earlier forms
of mammals (for example,
opossum) lack breasts but have a
milk ridge on either side of the
chest. and belly which secrete
BLASINGAME
milk. Supernumerary breasts in
humans occur in line with the
normal breast. The extra breast
is usually small and rudimen-
tary, not requiring any treat-
ment. If the extra breast shows
irritation or growth, excision
may be necessary.
Q. Mrs. S.E. wonders if
some complainers ii pain don't
suffer excessively because they
focus on_pain.
A. Your insight and unders-
tanding are excellent. Some of us
become "hooked" on pain and
become victimized by it. To
lessen its hold, pain must he
recognized as a normal
phenomenon. Without it, we
would burn our skin against
heated objects and tear our flesh
unknowingly on others. Ap-
propriate treatment can be
helpful in teaching affected per-
sons to live with their miseriest,
seemed strange and unreasonable, but
they fully obeyed Him without a question
or a protest. Luke's record informs us that
the owner of the animals did ask the
disciples why they were taking his animals
away, and they answered him as they had
been instructed by the Saviour, "The Lord
hath need of them.".0f course, the owner
never had any occasion to regret the loss of
the animals to the Lord.
In exact fulfillment of the prophecy of
Zechariah, which had been recorded some
five centuries before, the disciples placed
their outer garments upon the animal and
placed the Lord Jesus thereon. As Jesus
Christ rode into Jerusalem, the crowds
acclaimed Him as King, but the religious
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer cosestissi mod solve problems—fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered hi these columns, write
EILEARTUNE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohlo 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: Can you please give me some
information about obtaining your Hear-
tline "Guide to Medicare"? C.K.
Answer:The 1976 Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare" is an easy to understand
booklet covering the entire Medicare
program. The booklet is in question and
answer form with large print. You can
obtain a copy of this by sending 0.50 to
He's "Guide to Medicare," 8514
North Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. If not
completely satisfied, you may return the
book within 30 days for a full refund.
Please allow 4 weeks for delivery.
The 1976 Guidebook contains more in-
formation than the 1975 Guidebook. Unlike
other Medicare Guidebooks, it contains
sample claim forms. Be sure to specify
that you want the 1976 issue if you order
before Jan. 10, 1976.
Heartline: I will be 65 in April (I 1976. I
plan to keep on working because I am
afraid I will be bored in retirement.
10 Years Ago
Steve Doran has signed a four year
football grant-in-aid with the University of
Alabama. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
Wayne Doran.
Panorama Shores, a subdivision on
Kentucky Lake, officially became a sixth
class city on October 9 at a brief ceremony
at the Calloway County Court House.
W. T. ( Dub) Outland, age 42, died today
at the home of his brother, Homer Outland
of Paducah.
Marine Pvt, James R. Mauzy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Mauzy of Murray, has
graduated from Marine recruit training at
the Marine Crops Recruit Depot, Parris
Island, S. C.
The Hazel Woman's Club is sponsoring
the Christmas decorating contest for
residents of Hazel and the surrounding
community this year.
Although I am still working and not
drawing Social Security, can I be covered
by Medicare? G.R.V.
Answer: yes, you can. You should go to
your local Social Security office and sign
up for Medicare. You will get Medicare
Part A (hospital insurance) free, and
Medicare Part B (medical insurance) will
cost you $6,70 per month.
Note: The initial enrollment period for
Medicare Part B is three months before
the month of your 65th birthday, the bir-
thday month, and three months after. The
general enrollment period is Jan. 1
through March 31 of each year. If you do
not enroll for Medicare Part B when you
first become eligible, then there is a 10 per
cent penalty on your premium for each
year after the age of 65 that you wait.
Heartline: My husband and I receive
Supplemental Security Income benefits as
a couple. We have been separated seven
months. Can I now receive benefits for
myself only? F.T.
Answer: Yes. Two people who are
married, but separated more than six
months, can receive individual benefits.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," send a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope with your request to
Heartline, Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa
50306.
20 Years Ago
The Ford Foundation has notified Karl
Warming, administrator of the Murray
Hospital, that the hospital would receive a
grant of $26,500 for the purpose of im-
proving and extending the services of the
hospital.
The Murray State College Racers beat
Middle Tennessee 86 to 66 for their second
straight Ohio Valley Conference win.
Crittenden hit for 29 points and Kinder for
24 for Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rob Ray have
returned to Murray to make their home.
He has been serving at Fort Miles Ray
near Lowes Delaware.
The Hazel Parent-Teacher Association
will hold its annual community supper on
December 15 at the school. Mrs. Cannon
Parks will be in charge of the program.
Mrs. Art Lavendar is PTA president.
THE 'MOVE to 6/MPEACH SANTA
Chapter Four
By Robert J. Boyle 
The old wooden door of the.
law library creaked as Juniper-
perper and Jinkersnipes
pushed it open.
"Boy, you can tell this isn't
used much," Jinkersnipes said.
"That's for sure," Juniper-
perper answered. "I guess San-
ta doesn't have much use for a
law library. I wonder why he
has one."
"That's easy to answer,•"
Jinkersnipes replied. "Santa is
prepared for anything."
"But he was still shocked
when he heard that Evel
Whone filed a bill of impeach-
ment against him in the Unit-
ed Nations,- Juniperperper
said. "But I can't blame him.
We all were shocked."
The elves lit an old coal lamp
in the library.
"I wonder why Santa doesn't
have electricity in this room,"
Jinkersnipes said. "Maybe be-
cause he doesn't use it much."
"Doesn't matter," Juniper-
perper replied. "Let's get to
work. You look under "I" for
impeachment material, and I'll
look under "0" for defense."
The two elves climbed lad-
ders to reach the book in the
library.
"Hey. look at this," Juniper-
perper said. "Under "D" there
is a chapter on how to defend
against the boll weevil. We cer-
tainly won't need that informa-
tion in the North Pole."
"You can never tell,"
laughed Jinkersnipes. "Maybe
we'll have snow boll weevils
that'll eat up all the snow."
Juniperperper laughed and
said, "Jinkers. you're a cau-
tion."
"Hey. look at this." 'linker -
snipes shouted. "It says here
that the only legal way for San-
ta ever to be impeached would
be to have him deny Christ-
mas, or to commit gross
crimes.-
"Well Santa would never
deny Christmas and we know
he never committed any crime
nor did he ever do anything
that is wrong," Juniperperper
said. "This will clear Santa im-
mediately."
"Let's tell Santa right
Away," Jinkersnipes said.
The two elves ran toward
Santa's office.
"Santa, Santa," they shout-
ed "We found our defense.
The law book says you can't be
I'm putting my future and the future of all Christmases in your
hands .
 -
impeached unless you deny
Christmas or that you commit-
ted gross crimes. You would
never deny Christmas and
everyone knows that you never
committed even an ungross
crime. So, you're clear. Santa,
you're clear."
Santa sadly shook his head.
"No, boys," he said. "I'm not
cleared. I just received the bill
of indictment that Evel Whone
presented to the UN board.
Malox the penguin mailman
Just brought the mail and the
bill was in it."
"Oh, my goodness," said
Juniperperper. -That is aw-
ful."
"Awful, awful and awful."
said Jinkersnipes.
"What does he charge you
with in the bill of indictment?"
Juniperperper asked.
"Oh, a number of things,"
Santa said. "Here, sit down
and have some cherry leaf tea
and I'll read the charges to
you."
Santa put on his frameless,
wire-rim eyeglasses while the
two elves poured their tea.
"I won't read the whole
thing," Santa said. "Just the
important parts." ,
"Go ahead, Santa," .funiper-
perper said. "We're ready."
Santa cleared his throat and
read, "Evel Whone, the duly
authorized representative to
the United Nations from the
Baadlands hereby charges San-
ta Claus of the North Pole,
with willful disrespect of the
rights of children and with
willful neglect to his contin-
gent of elves at the aforemen-
tioned North Pole."
"My, my and my." said Jink-
ersnipes. "That sounds had."
"Now wait until I'm fin-
ished," chided Santa.
"Here are the charges," San-
ta continued. "One, that Santa
did and does spy on children
using secret devices to check on
whether they are good or bad;
two, that Santa decided with-
out any hearings what children
were bad, three, that Santa in-
stitutes punishment by not
giving toys to children who he
says are bad; four, that Santa
keeps elves working without
vacations, pay or any rights
common to labor today; and
five, the elves are denied due
process in the North Pole and
must work for Santa; and other
high grimes to be listed later."
"That's a lie." shouted Juni-
perperper. "You don't force us
to work."
"That's a lie, lie and lie,"
Jinkersnipes said. "We have
all the rights we want We're
happy, happy and happy here.
Why does old Evel Whone have
to stick his nose into North
Pole business anyway."
"Now, now, boys," Santa
said. "Let's not get angry. Who
knows, maybe Evel Whone
thinks he is doing the right
thing. Maybe we were too
quick to judge him."
"I don't believe that, San-
ta," Juniperperper said. "And
I don't think you believe it ei-
ther. You know he is a bad old
meanie who just hates Christ -
mils and all it stands for."
"Maybe so,- Santa said.
"But getting mad won't help
our afie . -
"Santa, when will the UN
hear the case?" asked Jinker-
snipes.
"Tomorrow," Santa said. "I
certainly don't get much time
to prepare a defense but be-
cause Christmas is only a few
days away they want to get it
out of the way. If they find me




is unfair. We d6 -get any
time to prepare a defense. It is
unfair. Can't you .fileoa -writ to
delay the case'?"
"I don't want it delayed,"
Santa said. "We might as well
get it over with. I'm confident
that I will win. But boys, you
know I have too much to do so I
won't be able to attend the
hearing. It will all be up to you.
I'm putting my future and the
future of all Christmases in
your hands."
"Gee whiz, Santa," Jinker-
snipes said. "You're not going
to be there."
"You know Christmas is
drawing closer so I must get
ready," Santa said. "If I at-
tended the hearing I would
never get done in time and
even if I was cleared there
wouldn't be a Christmas. So I
better stay here and hope for
the best."
"We'll do our best," Juniper-
perper said. "We'll do our
hest."
"I know you will,- Santa
said. "And I'm not the least bit
worried."
But Santa wiped his brow.
and the elves knew that deep
down this was the worst crisis
ever to fact Santa Claus.
"We'll leave first thing in the
morning, " Juniperperper said.
"Shall we go by reindeer."
"No," said Santa. "You bet-











































































































































































Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship )0:45a. m
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
West Fork
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Sunday Evening 6:00 p. m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00 p.m.
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 6! 45 p. m.
Northside
Morning Worship 11:00 a m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
Evening Worship 7.30 p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship 11 :QQ a. m,
Evening Worship 630 p. m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Blood River




Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship 1050a m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00a m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 6:45 p. m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Elm Grove 1
Morning Worship 11:00





Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Owens Chapel .
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
Evening Worship 5:30 p. m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Worship 11:00a.m.
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 2:00 p. m.




Vesper Service 5:00 p. m.
Coldwater
Morning Services 11:00a.m.
Evening Services . 7:00 p. m.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship 11:03 a. m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10 a. m.
Preaching 11 a.m.&6 p.m.
Wed. 7 p. m.
t
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
1.111.1.
L 11 4 Ii; 
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Sunday School 9:43a. m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
N Y 0• S. Worship 5:15p.m.
Eve, iing Worship 6:00p.m.
Wednesday Worship 7:00p.m.
Locust Grove Church




Morning Worship 1100e m.
Evening Worship 730 p m.
United, New Concord
Sunday: School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10:00
Worship Service 11:00
First Assembly of God
Church School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 11:00 a. m.
United, 310 I rvan Ave.
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30p
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p. m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30 a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:30 a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9:15
Worship Hour 10:30 a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9:15 a.m.
AAorn ing Worship 10:30 a.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School 10:00 a. m.







Chances are Hist there is a hamburger stand on Hie in
eeriew where
you payed es e child, or whops o thruway 
over yoor secret hide-
out.
Life today is tilled with changes. People move from pl
oce to piece,
changing jobs, sod booms constantly.
There is osse thing Host does not c hang*, however. 
In *IP Bible we
nied--Jinass Christ is the sans, yesterday end 
today end fer ever."
Hebrews 13:5). Find His security that Christ c
an bring to your life
-attend your church or synagogue this week.
Oro 4.....••• 1.••••••• 14••••••
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Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
University
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.






















Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Kirksey Church of Christ
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.




Sunday School 1000 a.m., Worship
Service 9:00 a.m every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove









Church School . 9:30a.m.








Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sun
day, 10.00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10.00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel united
Worship Service 9.30 a m
Sunday School 10:30 a. m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 10:00 am
Sunday School 11:004.m.
Independence United
Sunday School 10:00 a. m
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Kirksey United
Sunday School 10:00 a. m
Morning Worship 11:00a.m
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd 8. 4th
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st & 2nd




Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
First Methodist
Worship 8:45 & 1050 a.m.
Russels Chapel United
Sunday School 10 : 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Oosehn Methodist
Worship Service at 11:00a.m. 1st a.
3rd Sundays, 9:30 a.m. 2nd L 4th
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:30 a.m. 1st 8.






1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00a.m.
15t & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd. & 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st, 3rd &












1st 5. 3rd Sunday 11:00a.m.










Sunday School 10:45 a.m.
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"It's Finger Lickin' Good"




Gil in Orders 753-7101
0
Stokos Tractor & Implomont C
o.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE




Mack 8 Mack .
3Itto Ind Ippon Ow, et. N.. Ili
&won 1, 47 4 11/4







Tesse-Up 1 Repair Service-_-Complete
209 I. nii 753-1751
-rii piA4:::.1••. Cain & Treas
Motor Sales
Ilerost-Meterier-Grmulle.legg- Pacer





A COMPLM PARTS DEPARTMENT




Metal Buildings-Sales i Service OTASC
Del-Air Stomp* Coster
9-4 Weekdays











Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pegs, 1/2 Bleck T. et S. 120: Phew, 753-1411
Taylor Motors,
"'West Sento It t Transportation





Murray Memorial Gardens, Inc.
Larry a Mori* Ellseen, homers
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service








Phone 753-8777 Free Per:Lingfilii)




Tubers Body Shop, Inc.
"(,,, TH (//ti, /i "sirriiirts
I
Kenlak• Marina
J. W. V/ I L It AM-M0 R
* NOUSE GOAT RENTALS •
Ky. Lake State Pare Ph. 
474.7245
The Christian Book Center
Wayne & Cathy Perrin - Owners
- eales-aseenbaesic-laeiu-
- Church Sepplies-Gifts-
on Choose St 713-11,115
Murray Livestock Co.
Sale Every Saturday at I P. M. - Ph. 753-5334
Begs bow* doll,
Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday Night









"1101111.1NO AT ITS 811ST"
141$ MA* Street Phone 753- FM
a
4 Murray Upholstory Shop
Modernize your furniture with new
upholstery
, - A Complete Car Upholstery Center
West Ky. Rural Telephone










Book Store Serving Graves, Cliallley, litershall (erase., Cruseties
in ity. end Remy Ce-, TOON.
753-4351 or 247-43501413 Ohm Blvd 
Swaim, Iderrey Stets Iluiversity
753-7334601 South 4th 753-0405 .
Winchester Printing Services
Inc.
'Th. lesimissmeers Choice far Bee Meting"
tir 14 44% NWT., ns 57I7
Regal 8 inn
MU gilt Mr flknbarger - Ma.Murray Warohouso Corp., In
c.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices far Corn, Wheat & Simmons




403 Nepal them 753-1713
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Soles-Service-Pert S
Boats IL Boating Supplies
Miry 94 1. 753-3711
All Color T.V. - Pool
Slagle $9.55- Double $11.75
' / Hazel Hwy. - Murray- 753-6706
Ewing Tire Service
Yew Camplia Tire Service Confer






West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
Kent Wright Glass Co.
Original Eqvipmosrt Arts Gloss
_
Lynhurst Resort
col anal-wars Thomas Brown-owners
Phoo• 434 7145 and 4)4 5376
lk
Glass for Every Purpose
"Service is our most important prodwt"
4th St., Murray 753-0176





66 PNILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
Oa illa Street Fiume 7531 1571
Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th St 753-2221
49 Murray Cablevision
..•am, 




South 12th St .-Murray
1
Grecian Steak House
Tea, Andrews - Your Host
Win'. OWN, Nee. Nos Non.
NI
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
SOO Wt. Sa. 173141/. Story Misstate 51
753 3231 753-6655 753-1215
_
nseuslog specials
Fri., Set, San.-T-lesse Stasi Special
Na. 12th brt 641 - GO i Orders t• 753-4419
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.




Serving Farm Families Since 1934 ..... _
Indastrial Rd 753- rri.
irewis
Freed Cothom Co. Inc. 
D. Moss bk.
Neat* An Cceiditheine-Esnet Maid
-fitr
III II Chet~ no. PSI 41131
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
, 
CONTROL
' 'beery Dap Yes Ds* lets anis 146-4*
t 
Their Wiry-
UPI Slb. 1 3,111 U. 753 3911
---- ,
C•otral Shop*, TOSES 753-7175
CowN4
-
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STORY OF THE GAME — Mary Ann Littleton (30) of 
the Tigers and Myra Marner (29) of Fulton Co
unty
get in a little physical contest under the basket in a battle
 for a rebound. Watching is Denise Bumphis 
of
the Tigers. The Murray girls won 39-33 to go to 5-0 on the 
season.
The Murray High girls'
basketball team kept its perfect
record intact Thursday night by
edging visiting Fulton County
39-33.
It was the fifth consecutive
win of the season for the Tiger
girls.
For the first three periods, it
was a sloppily played ballgarne
with both teams making more
mistakes than points. Murray
led 8-6 at the end of the first
period and trailed 14-13 at in-
termission.
Then in the third period, the
Tigers began to come alive as






The Winners 324 114
The Men 26 13
Four Aces M 18
Gutter Getters 25 19
All Stars 23 21
Just Passin' Thru n% 214
The Losers 18 26
High Team Game (SC)
Gutter Getters 589
Gutter Getters  572
The Men 561




High Team series (SC)




































getting inside during the first
half, started to penetrate
through the rugged Fulton
County defense.
By the end of the third
quarter, the Tigers had forged
out to a 25-20 lead.
With Denise "Artis Gilmore"
Bumphis operating at the
center position, the Tigers
began to pull away in the final
period. Bumphis hit several
close shots, one coming off an
offenseive rebound, and the
Tigers stretched the lead to as
much as 10 points before the
Pilots whittled the final margin
to six.
It was an extremely physical
game with a lot of pushing,
shoving and scrapping for the
ball going on at all times.
Boone finished with 16 points
to pace the Tigers while
Bumphis added eight as did
senior guard Cindy Jetton.
Junior forward Mary Ann
Littleton tossed in seven to
round out the scoring for the
Tigers.
Boone grabbed off 10
rebounds in the contest while
Littleton hauled in eight. Fulton
County drops to 1-4 with the
loss.
The freshman boys' game
was just the opposite of the
girls' game, an extremely well-
played and organized contest.
Murray, who led by one at
halftime, trailed 35-32 going into
the final period.
With just over three minutes
left in the contest, the Tigers
trailed 45-38 and it looked like
the game was all over. But Ed
Harcourt had something to say
about that.
Harcourt, who jumps like a
jack-in-the-box, hit a seven-
footer then Jon Alexander
BASKETBALL .
BOSTON — The Boston Celt-
ics of the NBA acquired former
team .member Steve Kuberski
and Jerome Anderson and
placed Ed Searcy on waivers.
(Staff Hetes by Mike greadea )
connected from under and the
Tigers trailed just 45-42.
With 1:10 left in the game,
Harcourt went inside and
scored and the Pilot lead was
cut to one. Fulton County went
into a stall and then with 32
seconds left, the Pilots lost the
ball in a scramble and the
Tigers got it.
Harcourt was fouled with 19
seconds left but missed his free
throw and the ball was tied up.
Murray won the tip and with
nine seconds left and Harcourt
canned a seven-foot jump shot
to give Murray a 46-45 lead. He
was fouled on the play and
added the charity toss to ac-
count for the final margin of two
points.
Harcourt finished the contest
with 21 points while center Jeff
Kursave added eight as did
guard Thomas Kendall.
The Tiger freshmen, who
opened the season last week by
winning 47-25 over Fulton City,.
are now 2-0 on the season.
The freshmen boys will host
Fulton City next Monday.
FRESHMAN GAME
Fulton County 14 9 12 10-45
Murray High 10 14 8 15-47
Fulton ( 45)—Holloway 2,
Gilbert 11, Curtis 10, Wray 2,
Akers 2, Caldwell 3 and
McKinney 15.
Murray (471—Ta)'lor 4,
Kendall 8, Alexander 6, Kur-



































Tirneout With Brandon Suit Against Company
By MIKE BRANDON
soon. goiter
Keil Peebles: The Little Man For SIU-E
There's still plenty of room for the little
man in basketball. And if you don't believe it,
come out to the Fieldhouse Saturday and see
the Racers take on Southern Illinois-
Edwardsville.
Starting at point guard for SIU-E will be
freshman Keil Peebles, a 5-9 bomber from
Johnson City, III.
Before Peebles came along, Johnson City
was known for its pool tournaments. But
Peebles, the top high school scorer in Illinois
last year, changed things.
I have seen Peebles play throughout his
career. I must say he is the most phenomonal
shooter I've ever seen. When he is hot, nobody
in the world can shoot with him.
It was nothing unusual for him to score 45 or
50 points in a game. And furthermore, his
teammates didn't care. When a guy can shoot
that well, why not let him shoot?
In a game against Metropolis last year in
the Eldorado, 111., Holiday Tournament,
Peebles worked his magic. He went wild,
swishing jump shots from as far away as 35
and 40 feet.
He is a pure wrist shooter. Give him a
screen and you have two points. In that game
against Metropolis, he was double and triple-
teamed by quick people. Yet he would spring
up in the air, release the ball and swish. He
had, if my memory is correct, 18 points in the
last quarter and something like 46 for the
game.
To go along with Peebles, SIU-E also has a
fairly tall front line so the game tomorrow
should be rather exciting. Also, the Cougars
lost 70-66 to Missouri Southern which beat the
Racers 78-73 here Wednesday.
There are several important basketball
games around the area tonight. And there is
one important one in Louisville. The season
record, after a horrible start, is up to 27-17, for
a .614 mark.
CHRISTIAN COUNTY vs. Murray High at
Freedom Hall: You have to go with Christian
County. They have the size to match the
Tigers and the speed too. Also, Christian
County has everyone back except Vic Jordan
who now starts for Murray State. The
Colonels have the advantage of having played
in Freedom Hall last year in the State
Tournament. It should be close for most of the
game but I'll have to take Christian County by
nine.
St. Mary at RE1DLAND by three—St. Mary
has been somewhat of a disappointment this
year. They should be disappointed tonight at
Reidland. Look for a high scoring game and a
close one.
Calloway County at MAYFIELD by 12—
The Lakers are still looking for a win and
should be still looking after tonight. Calloway
can win. But they must have at least a 60 per
cent shooting mark from outside. Mayfield is
a huge and young club that will get better as
the season goes on.
TILGHMAN at Hickman County by 11—
This should also be a good game but Tilghman
has the size and the poise. They can play
Hickman County's slow-down game and win
close or they can run and win by even more.
Other games: BALLARD MEMORIAL at
Dawson Springs by 2, HEATH at Fulton City
by nine, Fulton County at MARSHALL
COUNTY by 13, Carlisle County at WARREN
CENTRAL by six, Lowes at SYMSONIA by
14. Saturday: Cuba at MAYFIELD by 19 and
CARLISLE COUNl'Y at West Hardin by nine.
McGinnis Scores 28 To Pace
76ers To Victory Over Suns
By The Associated Press
You really have to hand it to
George McGinnis.
The Philadelphia 76ers did
Thursday night and as a result,
had a 110-106 National Basket-
ball Association victory over
the Phoenix Suns.
McGinnis kept getting the
ball from his teammates and
wound up with a game-WO 24
points, including 14 in 'Vie last
10 minutes.
"His offense is super," said
Philadelphia Coach Gene Shue.
"He's been great."
McGinnis not only contrib-
uted offensively, but defen-
sively as well. The powerhouse
forward made a vital steal and
turned it into a three-point play
with 52 seconds left.
Nine of McGinnis' points
came in the last two minutes
ANOTHER TWO—
for a lams and two
Harcourt scored 21
seconds left in the
win.
after Phoenix had edged ahead
100-99 with 2:30 left. The victo-
ry boosted Philadelphia's
record to 17-6 and gave the
76ers six straight victories. The
loss snapped a three-game win-
ning streak for Phoenix and left
the Suns at 11-9. Alvan Adams
was high for Phoenix with 21.
Hawks 122, Braves 99
Atlanta's John Drew came off
the bench and exploded for 13
second-period points to ignite
he Hawks to an easy victory
caer slumping Buffalo. Drew,
who finished with 29 points,
teamed with Tom Henderson,
who popped in 10 points in the
second period, as the Hawks
overcame a 26-24 Buffalo first
quarter margin to take a 58-44
halftime lead. Henderson fin-
ished with 21 points. The
Braves lost for the eighth time
in 10 games and fell below .500
at 11-12.
Cavaliers 109, Knicks 95
Freshman Ed Harcourt drives down the middle
points as o pair of Fulton County players watch.
points including a three-point play with nine




Make someone jollier by
returning that overdue
book to the Calloway
County Public library
For your convenience we
w have a book return
Container placed outside
the library building.
Dick Snyder and Bobby
Smith scored 12 points each in
a third-period rally as Cleve-
land ended a three-game losing
string by beating New York.
Cleveland center Jim Chones
added 10 of his team-leading 26
points in the - final period to
help keep the Knicks at arm's
length.
Bullcts 117, Jazz 109
Phil Chenier tossed in 24
points and got plenty of help
from his teammates as Wash-
ington raced past struggling
New Orleans. Jimmy Jones had
16 points while Elvin Hayes,
Len Robinson and Dave Bing
each had 15 in the balanced
Bullet attack.
Warriors 101, Trail Blazers 89
Paced by the shooting of Ja-
maal Wilkes and Charles Dud-
ley, Golden State pulled away
in the second half to beat Port-
land. The NBA's defending
champions remained unbeaten
at home through 10 games and
made their over-all season
record 16-6.
MIAMI ( AP) — "I lug hope
this will prevent anyone else
from being hurt this way,"
says permanently paralyzed
Greg Stead of a federal jury's
decision to award him $5.3 mil-
lion damages for a high-school
football injury.
The judgment Thursday was
against Riddell Inc., a Chicago
football helmet manufacturer.
The jury also awarded the
youth's father, Cyril, $78,312.19
to cover medical and mainte-
nance expenses for the past
four years.
Stead was 16 when his neck
was broken during a game on
Sept. 30, 1971. The injury came
as he tried to make a tackle for
Miami Edison in a game
Host East Elementary won a
pair of games over Big Sandy,
Tn., Thursday night.
In the girls' game, a com-
bination of seventh and eighth
grade East girls defeated Big
Sandy 28-21. A combination of
seventh and eighth grade boys
took a 55-22 win in the other
contest.
It was never as close as the
final score indicated in the girls'
game.
East jumped off to an easy 12-
2 lead and romped to a 21-4 lead
at intermission. Playing many
seventh graders in the third
period, East was outscored 8-0
and the hosts were outpointed
by two in the final frame.
Mary Wagoner fired in a
game-high 19 points to lead
East. She hit six of eight free
throws in the first half.
In the boys' game. East led
only 8-7 at the end of the first
period but the hosts exploded in
the second period for a 28-14
halftime lead and East coasted
on in with the easy win.
Gary Emerson scored 14
points for East while Steve
Barnett added 10 and Earl
Kirks eight.
Girl's Game
Big Sandy / 1 9-21
East 12 9 0 7---28
Big Sandy ( 21 )—Pierpoint 4,
McDaniel 7, Belyew 2, Lowe 2,
Pearson 2, Wade 2 and Jaggers
East ( 28)—Wilson 2, Green 2,
Overbey 4, Charleton 1,
Wagoner 19.
Boy's Game
Big Sandy 7 7 4 4-22
East 8 20 6 21-55
Big Sandy ( 22)—Allen 2,
Peach 3, French 4, Finch 10.
Carruthers 2, and Collier 1.
East ( 55 )—Childress 1, L.
Kirks 2, E. Kirks 8, Weatherford
2, Barnett 10, Sanders 6, Cook 2,
Bynum 4, Hill 2, Emerson 14,
Stone 2 and Cherry 2.
against Miami Norland in the
Orange Bowl.
The family maintained during
the five-week trial that improp-
er design of the helmet caused
the injury.
Riddell attorneys had con-
tended there was no proof
Stead was wearing one of their
helmets when he was hurt.
- The familY sobbed openly as
the verdict was read, causing
Judge C. Clyde Atkins to warn
against demonstrations in the
courtroom.
•'Thank God. Thank our at-
torneys. Thank this court," sob-
bed the youth's mother, who
stayed at the side of her son's
wheelchair throughout the trial.
Stead is paralyzed from the
neck down.
-It's unbelievable, it's a god-
send," added Marc Stead, older
brother of Greg.
OPEN NIGHTS S. SUN.
Illushohons Enlarged
To Show De1a.1
Becaust. several sedans fall into thc "luxury" categoy, we've set
down a few very specific questions you should ask yourself before you
buy. The answers may surprise you. And iust may save you $5000.
Q
Which is the only one with CIS fuel injection giving it by far the
V
greater gas mileage-30 mpg on the highway and 20 mpg in
ip the city? (EPA estimates.)'
0 11Mw I Ou
*Which has the most trunk space?
0 894W 1041 0 AUDI COLS 0 WILACIDES MO 0 CADILLAC SEVILLE 0 IACUAP .In
0 Which is the only one with front-wheel drive for greater crosswind*and tracking stability?
o IOW IDA 0 AUDI 103.1 0 PAEACEDES SAD 0 CADILLAC SEVILLE 0 JAGUAR Ida
0 *Which costs about $5000 less than thc others?
0 YAW ION 0 AUDI IOULS 0 hlEACIDLS TAO 0 CADILLAC SEVILLE Cl I ACUAll alh
tFor the standard shift model.
The acrual mileage you get may vary, depending on the type of driving
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Bonds Shocked After
Being Traded By Yanks
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. LAP) —
The New York Yankees start-
led the winter baseball meet-
ings by unloading superstar
Bobby Bonds in the first of two
trades designed to give the
team a new player image to go
with its refurbished stadium.
The question is whether the
Yanks got their money's worth
in deals Thursday with the Cal-
ifornia Angels and Pittsburgh
Pirates. They gave up Bonds
and popular pitcher Doc Med-
ich. In return, they got a swift
outfielder in Mickey Rivers,
and three pitchers, Ed Fig-
ueroa, Ken Brett and Dock
Ellis, and infielder Willie Ran-
iolph.
Visibly shaken by the trade,
Bonds said: "The next time
something like this happens, I'll
want to know what's going on
and why before I leave. It's go-
ing to have to be with my con-
sent, 'cause otherwise I'm not
going."
"I tried to give the Yanks ev-
erything I had last year. The
most disappointing thing was
not being able to play the en-
tire year healthy. I played hurt
since June and still hit 32
homers. That's a depressing
thing, that I contributed to the






The wheeling and dealing by
New York was the big news at
the fifth day of the iiieetines,
which also brought the are
nowicement that the National
League would continue to fi-
nance the financially troubled
San Francisco Giants until Dec.
31. The league expects the Gi-
ants to be sold to one of a num-
ber of bidders, according to
League President Charles Fee-
ney.
Also, Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn in a report after
the joint meetings of the major
leagues, said that forebearance,
not a law suit, will bring the
game back to Seattle. And he
declared that the philosophy of
baseball is that one of the
teams in the San Francisco
Bay Area, the San Francisco
Giants or Oakland A's must
move. He wouldn't say which
one.
The general consensus on the
Yankees' two big deals was
that they helped themselves on
the trade that sent the slugging
Bonds to the Angels for Rivers
and Figueroa. The jury was out
on the swap with the Pirates
that brought the 21-year-old
Randolph, untested as a major
leaguer, the controversial Ellis,
and Brett, who has an elbow
ailment that could end his ca-
reer on any pitch.
The big surprise was moving
Bonds, who came to the Yan-
kees last year from the Giants
for Bobby Murcer. Bonds
played hurt most of last season,
but still managed to hit .270
with 32 home runs, 85 RBI, and
30 stolen bases. He set a major
league record with his 30
homer-30 stolen base accom-
plishment for the third straight
year.
Yankee President Gabe Paul
tried to explain the Bonds'
trade this way: "We didn't win
last season. I resisted trading
him, but it opened the door for
more trades."
In Rivers, New York obtained
one of the fastest outfielders in
baseball. The 27-year-old Riv-
ers batted .278 with only one
homer and 53 RBI, but he stole
70 bases to lead the American
League. He gives the Yankees
better defense in right field,
and could play center if Elliott









You can put this Ben Franklin Fireplace almost any-
where. Cook-oot indoors with the swingout grill or
bean pot accessories. Authentic early American





TM ATLANTA STOVE WW1. lee
Atlanta. Georgia
Murray Supply Co.
Paul and Manager Billy Mar-
tin wanted Figueroa, so that
Medich would be expendable in
the deal with the Pirates. Fig-
ueroa, a right-hander, won 16
and lost 13 in his first full sea-
son, with a 2.90 ERA, the fifth
best in the league. Medich was
16-16 with a 3.51 ERA.
Randolph comes highly rec-
ommended by scouts as a
strong defensive player with a
good arm. He can play second
or shortstop. He appeared 30
games for Pittsburgh last sea-
son, and hit just .164. He was
leading the International
League with a .339 average
when recalled from Charleston
by the Pirates last July.
The 27-year-old Brett is
strictly a gamble. He has been
on the disabled list several
times in the past two seasons
with a chronic elbow condition.
When he's healthy, the left-
bander is a fine pitcher. He
was 9-5 with a 3.36 ERA in
1975.
Brett also is one of the best
hitting pitchers in baseball with
a lifetime .266 average and 10
homers. He had a streak in
1973 of four straight home run
games.
In other trades Thursday, as
the deal tally mounted to 11 in-
volving 36 players, Houston
sent third baseman Dave Ra-
der, the National League's top-
fielding third baseman, to San
Diego for pitchers Larry Hardy
and Joe McIntosh; the Califor-
nia Angels moved first base-
man Jim Spencer, whom they
acquired Wednesday from
Texas, to the Chicago White
Sox for third baseman Bill
Melton and right-handed pitch-
er Steve Dunning, a White Sox
farmhand with previous major
league experience at Cleveland.
There was speculation late
Thursday night that the White
Sox were working on a deal
that would send veteran south-
paw pitcher Wilbur Wood and
outfielder Ken Henderson to the
Atlanta Braves for outfield
speedster Ralph Garr. The in-
terleague trading deadline is
midnight tonight.
Preparing
SEATTLE ( AP) — The
Seattle Seahawks have signed
only one football player, but al-
ready they are anticipating in-
juries.
The new National Football
League franchise said Thurs-
day that it has chosen two doc-
tors to be team physicians —
orthopedic surgeons Ernest
Burgess and Ivar Birkeland Jr.
General Manager John
Thompson said that a team in-
ternist also will be named.
The Seahawks one player is
end Dave Williams.
(most exhaust pipes, fool
Discount
Mufflers
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North And
Split Pair
Host Southwest split a pair of
games Thursday night with
North Calloway.
In the seventh grade game,
Southwest used a third quarter
scoring surge to rip North 33-19.
In the eighth grade game,
Southwest put on a vicious rally
in the last period and fell 70-58 to
the powerful North team.
The Southwest seventh
graders, leading 16-9 at half-
time, outscored North 10-2 in the
third quarter, to record the win.
Marty McCuiston of Southwest
was the leading scorer in the
game as he tossed in 12 points.
North led just 17-14 over the
improving Southwest team in
the eighth grade game at the
first quarter stop. But in the
second period, North outscored
Southwest 21-12 to lead 38-26 at
intermission.
The third period found North
adding to its margin even more
and the visitors had a com-
fortable 52-32 lead going into the
last frame. But in the last
quarter, Southwest threw on the
press and managed to outscore
North 26-18 to cut the final
Southwest
Of Games
margin to just 12 points.
Don Rogers had 19 points to
lead the hosts while Keith
Overbey added 12.
For North, Terry Paschall
tossed in 22 points while Keith
Edwards added 11 and Kerry
Lamb and Timmy Graham had
10 apiece. North remains un-
defeated on the season.
Seventh Grade
North 6 3 2 8-19
Southwest 8 8 10 7-33
North (19)—Rogers 4, D.
Ahart 2, Colson 5, Young 2,
Bowden 4 and Stone 2.
Southwest 33)—Crittenden 7,
Cochrum 2, McCuiston 12,
Starks 6, Butterworth 2 and
Colson 4
Eighth Grade
North 17 21 14 18-70
Southwest 14 12 6 26-58
North ;70)—Paschall 22,
Lamb 10, Furr 8, Graham 10,
Edwards 11, Scott 4, Thorn 4
and McClure 1.
Southwest i68)—Rogers 19,
Williams 8, Overbey 12, But-
terworth 6, Barger 4,
smotherman 8 and Pittenger 1.
Issel Scores 27 As Stars Win
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — Bill
Musselman, who found himself
out of a job when the San Diego
Sails collapsed, may be won-
dering today if a decision to
coach the injury-ridden, finan-
cially unsound Virginia Squires
was worth the trouble.
Musselman has been harping
defense ever since he took over
the head coaching job from Al
Bianchi several weeks ago, but
the Squires continue sinking
lower in the American Basket-
ball Association basement.
Thursday night's 111-100
loss to the league-leading Den-
ver Nuggets was a prime ex-
ample. "They got tougher on
defense and we let up," a def-
lated Musselman said. -That
was it."
The Squires, 4-20, battled the
Nuggets on even terms through
most of the game, but saw a
Denver 36-22 outburst in the
fourth period ruin the effort.
Center Dan Issel led Denver
scorers with 27 points, while
Thompson collected 18 and Bob--
by Jones 17.
The night wasn't a total loss
for Virginia, however.
Mike Green, an all-star cen-
ter acquired by Virginia in the
off-season in exchange for the
draft rights to college star Da-
vid Thompson, played his first
league game for the Squires.
Though he tired near the end,
Green scored nine points and
grabbed 11 rebounds — a sum
not lost on Mimselman and
Squire faithful who have seen
many games turned this season
4,04611
"Right now, I'm having a
special clearance sale on all my
snow tires.
"That includes everything
from my top of the line steel
belted radials to my bias
belted's, to my bias plys.
And I'll even throw in
on the issue of rebounding
alone.
Dave Twardzik, another of
the team's stellar performers
in 1974-75, made his strongest
showing since rejoining follow-
ing an injury. Twardzik scored
22 points and coordinated the
Squires' floor attack.
Nets 124, Pacers 123
Brian Taylor hit a jump shot
with one second left in the
overtime period to help New
York beat Indiana. Taylor's
shot came just four seconds
after Billy Knight layed in two
of his game-high 36 points to
give the Pacers a one-point
edge after trailing most of the
overtime period.
1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, low mileage, one
owner, white on white.
1973 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, loaded, new car trade-in.
1973 Oldsmobile Delta Royal, steering, brakes and air, 2 to
choose from.
1965 Oldsmobile 984-door, going at a bargain price.
1970 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, low mileage, A-1 car.
1967 Catalina, 4 door„ cheap.
1971 Ford Country Squire Wagon one owner, A-1 condition.
196'7 Chevrolet, steering, brakes and air, good car.
PURDOM
mounting and balancing, at no
extra charge.*
"So if you've been gambling
that the right sale would come up,
before the big snow comes down,
- now's the time to visit
my Sunoco station."
'Offer available at participating dealers.
I CAN BE Vitilf FRIENDLY.
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Four OVC Players On
Pizza Hut Cage Ballot
WICHITA, Kan.—Scott May
arid Quinn Buckner of No. 1
ranked Indiana head the list of
62 outstanding senior per-
formers whose names will
appear on the East ballot for
participation in the fifth annual
Pizza Hut Baksetball Classic.
The NCAA and NA1A-
sanctioned charity event is
scheduled for April 5 at the Las
Vegas Convention Center.
The nation's top 124 seniors,
as selected by the 11-member
national media panel, are listed
on the East and West ballots for
potential appearances in the
contest whose players are
selected by popular vote.
Balloting is underway at the
nalihri'S 2,100 participating
pizza Hut restaurants and
universities. Voting will con-
clude on March 8. The top eight
votegetters on each squad are
extended automatic invitations.
The other two spots on each
team are filled by at-large
candidates.
Senior stars joining the
Hoosier pair on the East ballot
include 1975 All-America picks
John Lucas ( Maryland ) and
lion Douglas ( Alabama),
defending NCAA Division II
rebounding king Major Jones
I Albany State, Ga.), All-NAIA
selections Jesse Campbell
( Mercyhurst, Pa.), Joe Pace
Coppin State, Md.) and Herny
Davis Morris Brown, Ga.), Big
10 rebounding champion Dale
Koehler (Wisconsin), Pan
American Games standout
Bduce Parkinson I Purdue) and
Ohio Valle, -onference scoring
titlist Frank Jones (Tennessee
Tech).
tlndiana's Bobby Knight will'
pilot the East squad. Kansas
State's Jack Hartman will
coach the West.
The 62 seniors whose names
appear on the East ballot are;
Warren Baker, West Virginia;
William Bell, Alcorn A&M; Sam
Berry, Armstrong State (Ga.);
Johnny Britt, Western Ken-






Larry Cole, Toledo; Bill Cook,
Memphis State; Sinclair
Colbert, North Carolina A&T;
Bill Collins, Boston College;
Gene Cunningham, Norfolk
State; Eddie Davis, South
Florida; Harry Davis, Morris
Brown (Ga.); Leon Douglas,
Alabama; Alex English, South
Carolina; Butch Feher, Van-
derbilt; Charlie Fishback,
Austin Peay; Jeff Fosnes,
Vanderbilt; Terry Furlow,
Michigan State; Marty Halsey,
Holy Cross; Armond Hill,
Princeton; Marion Hillard,
Memphis State; Willie Hodge,
Duke; Mo Howard, Maryland;
Henry Johnson, Pennyslvania;
Michael Johnson, Tennessee
State; Frank Jones, Tennessee
Tech; Major Jones, Albany
State (Ga.); Garry Kamstra,
Cincinnati; Dale Koehler,
Wisconsin; Mitch Kupchak,
North Carolina; John Lucas,
Maryland; Craig Lynch,
Furman; Scott May, Indiana;
Mark McAndrew, Providence;
Joe Pace, Coppin State (Md.);
Andy Pancratz, DePaul; Bruce
Parkinson, Purdue; Roger
Powell, Illinois State; Gary
Redding. Auburn; Chris Sease,
Syracuse; Phil Sellers,
Rutgers; Gene Shy, Florida;
Tim Sisneros, Middle Ten-
nessee; Beaver Smith, St.
John's Greg Smith, Bradley;
Phil Spence, North Carolina
State; Keith Starr, Pittsburgh;
David Stowers, Stetson; Pat
Tallent, George Washington;
John Thomas, Connecticut; Jeff
Tyson, Western Michigan;
Wally Walker, Virginia; Uoyd
Walton, Marquette; Larry
Warren, Florida State; Al
Weston, Connecticut; Rick
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We have 10-wides and 12-wides
ALL PRICES
ALL SIZES
We have 25 homes to
Choose from!
RE-PO DEPOT
Drive a little and save a lot/
Johnah McKenzie, owner
Telephone 901-642-8539
5 Miles East of Paris on Hwy. 79
From The Eye
Of A Woman
Continued From Last Week:
TEAM HANDBALL
I hope you enjoyed reading about team
handball last week. This week, I want to in-
form you as to how you may be able to see
such an Olympic team in action.
The United States Women's Handball Team
practices on different U. S. college campuses
about every six weeks. Any college or
university may invite the team to use their°
facilities for practice sessions.
The U. S. handball team will have open
practice sessions plus a special exhibition
game. In return, the university provides
dormitory housing ( for approximately 20
persons); a gymnasium for three days of
open practice; and some meals at the
university cafeteria.
. Of course, there would be a good deal 
of
planning for such an event, but the op-
portunity to host an Olympic team should not
go unheeded.
Dr. Peter Beuning, the U. S. Olympic
coach, has expressed a desire to have a
training session at Murray State University
sometime next semester. Since three Murray
State students have participated with the
team, it would only seem right to invite the
team here.
Let's hope MSU (being a regional service
university) provides an opportunity for this
and surrounding regions to personally sup-
port our national team.
The MSU women's basketball team is now
3-2 on the season after having defeated UT-
Martin last Saturday.
Before the season started, Coach DewDrop
Rowlett expressed concern for her lack of




weapon was junior forward Debbie Hayes,
who has been sidelined with a knee injury
until January.
But wait a minute, in five games, the Lady
Racers have totaled 355 points; a 71-point
average per game? Who's been making those
points?
Sophomore transfer Sindy Macovik has
been doing a great job offensively scoring 21
and 23 points respectively in her last two
outings. Freslunan Vickie Dillingham, a
reserve guard, can assure Coach Rowlett of
eight or ten points per game.
Another reserve, freshman Denise Griffith,
was only in the Martin game four minutes but
managed to pop ten points before being taken
out. Reserve guard Roxan Maddix is another
Lady Racer that strikes quickly. Roxan
scored eight points in a matter of two minutes
in Murrays' 61-48 loss to Union University.
Jackie Jo Mounts, a 6-1 freshman center,
certainly knows where the basket is. Jackie
pumped in 23 points in the Racer's season
opener against Ft. Campbell. Jackie missed
the Martin game due to a pulled muscle.
It looks like the Lady Racers can find the
rim when necessary. They certainly found it
in the second half of the UT-Martin game.
Leading 28-27 at half-time, the Racers
exploded offensively and defensively with
four minutes remaining. Playing without the
services of Mounts or Hayes, the Racers got
so hot, the smoke didn't clear until the final
horn. When the smoke did clear, we found the
Lady Racers on top 61-52.
Outstanding defensive play from reserves
Griffith and Bev Parrish, along with key
rebounds from Macovik and Cindy Liembach,
, triggered the drive that pulled Murray ahead.
Hayes and Mounts better get well quick.
Looks like those reserves won't be called
reserves much longer.
Esposito Has Two Assists To
Help End Bruins' Long String
By DAVE O'HARA . .
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — It was a
homecoming of sorts and Phil
Esposito definitely looked out of
place. There was one of the
Boston Bruins' all-time greats
wearing the visiting blue uni-
form of the New York Rangers
and taking pregame warm-up
at the wrong end of the rink.
Esposito showed no outward
emotion as he skated around to
the tune of a standing ovation
from a packed crowd of more
than 15,000 Thursday night at
Boston Garden. He tried to play
it cool all the way.
Once the game started, how-
ever, he settled down and con-
centrated on the job at hand.
Only this time he was out to
beat the Bruins, not trying to
win a game for them.
In his first Boston appear-
ance since his shocking trade to
the Rangers last month, the big
center was credited with two
assists, one on Steve Vickers'
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tally if it's going to reach its
potential."
But the problem was much
— Notre Dame basketball more than cerebral. 
Farmer hit a layup with five Howard Coy
Coach Digger Phelps said it The Hoosiers almost squan- 
seconds left, giving South Ala-
was time to go for broke when dered the game after forging to 
barna its triumph over Centena-
the eighth-rated Irish slipped 14 a 51-37 lead midway through ry.
points behind tap-ranked In- the second half. The Irish twice
diana Thursday night. But the pulled to within one point in the
decision almost broke the Hoo- final two minutes.
May.hit
On thebits 9.114. te°
one free w situation. Th
with 11 seconds to go, Quinn
Buckner, who had. missed a
pair of free throws just seconds
earlier, wrapped up the victory
by hitting two.
Elsewhere in college basket-
ball, Rutgers whipped Penn 95-
80; Manhattan nipped LaSalle
79-78; Davidson nudged Baylor
88-86; Villanova routed Kings
(Pa.) College 108-75; Provi-
dence walloped Evansville 98-
71; Furman stopped Illinois 75-
73; Kansas turned back Boise
State 61-56; TCU trimmed Pan
American 77-76; Georgia de-
feated Appalachian State 83-67;
Arkansas State beat Tennessee
Tech 75-74; West Texas out-
siers, instead.
As it was, Indiana held on.f4r
a tense, hard-earned 63-60 vic-
tory, its third straight of the
season. The loss dropped Notre
Dame's mark to 4-1.
Said Phelps: "We just made
a desperate run in a desperate
situation. We've got 10 guys on
this team who can play basket-
ball."
Notre Dame, using almost its
entire team including three
freshmen, upstaged the de-
fense-minded Big 10 champions
with a full court zone press late
in the game.
The defensive pressure rat-
tled the usually surehanded
Hoosiers. Indiana turned the
ball over repeatedly, and, with
it, almost turned over the
jumper with five seconds re-
maining to pull West Texas
over Oklahoma State. John
game. scored Oklahoma State 63-62
"I've said all along that this and South Alabama defeated
basketball team has a long way Centenary 74-72.
to go," Indiana Coach Bobby Rutgers rolled past Penn be-
Knight said. "Our concentra- hind Phil Sellers' 32 points.
tion broke down. This is a team Rutgers led by as much as 22-
that has got to be better men- 15 in the first half, and after
Penn stormed back to tie the
Drafted game at 65 in the second half,
the Scarlet Knights ran off 15
BOSTON (AP) — Harold straight points to break it open.
Solomon, 23, and Eddie Dibbs, The game was the opener of
24, ranked singles players who a doubleheader at Madison
also are outstanding as doubles Square Garden in New York.
partners, were the Boston Lob- Rick Marsh scored 23 points
stars' top two choices Thursday and Tom Lockhart had 16 to
in the World Team Tennis draft pace Manhattan over LaSalle in
in New York. the opener.
Britain's Lesley Charles, 23, Davidson scored the last
considered one of the world's eight points, capitalizing on
top doubles players, was picked turnovers, for a come-from-be-
by the Lobsters in the third hind victory over Baylor. The
round. Other players drafted. by winners got 16 points each from
the Lobsters included Batley center Eppa Rixey and guard
Brown of Boston. John Cerdy.
Larry Herron scored 18
points and led five double fig-
ure scorers as Villanova
romped past Kings College.
Sophomore Bill Eason scored 22
points and led a second-half
Providence surge as the Friars
walloped Evansville.
Forward Craig Lynch hit a
20-foot jump shot with two sec-
onds to go to give Furman a
tense decision over Illinois. The
loss was the first for the Illini
this season after five victories.
Kansas went ahead on Herb
Nobles' eight-foot shot and then
scored eight more points in a
row to beat Boise State. Thom-
as Bledsoe's driving layup with
six seconds left carried TCI.'
past Pan American.
Jack Dorsey fired in 29 points
to lead Georgia to an easy vic-
tory over Appalachian State.
Dan Henderson sank two free
throws with two seconds left to
lift Arkansas State over Ten-
nessee Tech.
Brad Schreck hit an 18-foot
TRUCK CLEARANCE SALE
Prefer Ourfrice - Will Consider Yours
1976 GMC 2 ton, heavy duty, 84" cab, new
1975 GMC Pickup, air conditioned, automatic transmission,
power, new.
1975 Chevrolet 3/4 ton pickup, automatic transmission.
1974 Ford, 302 V-8 standard transmission, topper.
1973 Chevrolet Pickup, automatic, air conditioned, powe
r.
1973 GMC Pickup, 6 cylinder, automatic:
1972 Ford Pickup. 8 cylinder, automatic, air conditioned.
1972 Datson Pickup, air conditioned, topper. $1700.00.
1965 GMC Van, nice, $950.00.
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period, as New York posted a
54 victory. The loss snapped
the Bruins' 14-game unbeaten
string.
"I was pressing, there's no
doubt about it," Esposito said
after becoming only the sev-
enth player in National Hockey
League history to crack the 1,-
200-point mark. "It was an
emotional thing, definitely."
In Thursday night's only oth-
er NHL game, the Minnesota
North Stars turned back the
Kansas City Scouts 5-3. In the
World Hockey Association, the
Edmonton Oilers nipped the
Calgary Cowboys 3-2 and the
Indianapolis Racers salvaged a
3-3 tie with the San Diego Mari-
ners.
Esposito reached 1,200 points
with his assist. Then he went to
1,201 by helping set up Vickers
for anotherigoal in th third pe-
riod. He now has 541 goals and
660 assists in his career. And
the bulk of his scoring — 459
goals and 553 assists — came in
just over eight seasons with the
Bruins.
North Stars 5, Scouts 3
Bryan Hextall scored two
goals and added two assists for
Minnesota. Kansas City pepper-
ed Minnesota goalie Pete LoPr-
esti with 10 shots in the first
four minutes but came up emp-
ty-handed and the North Stars
led 2-0 after the first period on
goals by Hextall and Ernie
Hicke. Bill Goldsworthy and
Dwight Bialowas gave the Stars
a four-goal advantage in the
second period.
Miss Your Paper?
Sibscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. ere urged to cell
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to isswe delivery
of the oewspaper. Calls must




A trip to the Holy Land
and Rome! An un-
forgettable experience!
The trip of a lifetime!
' Walk where Jesus walked
• See Biblical sites and
rediscover the meaning of
Bible history
*Visit Rome and see the
Forum, the Colosseum, the
Pantheon. the Catacombs
'See spectacular works of
art and visit St Peter's Square
and the Vatican
Eleven day, all inclusive tour, departing
from Paducah February 2, 1976. Price
$1,149. For information call Dr. Billy G.
Hurt, 443-5306, or write P. 0„Bos,198,
Paducah, Kentucky 42001.
We'll seal any money or small gift you bring us in this
brightly labeled Christmas Can-O-Cash. It is then ready
for giving . .. as it even includes a "to and from" area on
the label. Can-O-Cash reveals its contents only after it is
opened with a can opener.
Can-O-Cash is not only fun, it's practical, too. The
opened can then converts into a year 'round savings bank
with its own slotted lid.
You supply the gift, and we'll provide the con and seal it .






















































































ADOLPH F. RUPP KET
'S DISTINGUISHED KENTUCKIAN
IS MORE THAN A BASKETBALL LEGEND
Some 45 years ago, a high school basket-
ball coach in Kansas was hired as head
basketball coach at the University of
Kentucky. Little was it known then that
that man, Adciph Frederick Rupp, would have
such an impact on basketball . . . not only
in Kentucky, but in the South and around
the nation, as well.
Adolph Frederick Rupp, known as The
Baron of Basketball and The Man in the
Brown Suit, will always be remembered for
his life in coaching.
A Lexington resident since he came to
Kentucky, Rupp is an extensive land owner
in the Central Kentucky area, a cattleman,
a former General and a tobacco farmer.
Kentucky Educational Television (KET)
reveals all of these stories behind the na-
tion's winningest basketball coach on DIS-
TINGUISHED KENTUCKIAN, Monday,
December 22 at 9 p.m. (EST), 8 p.m. (CST).
Rupp's teams won four NCAA cham-
pionships and numerous Southeastern Con-
ference titles in his 42 years at the Uni-
versity. Many of those teams were tagged
with nicknames-The Fabulous Five, The
Fiddlin' Five, Rupp's Runts.
And, though Rupp has never said which
team is his favorite, "and I probably never
will," he does call the 1965-66 Rupp's
Runts, "the greatest passing team ever de-
veloped in this country"
The Runts, appropriately named because
the tallest starter was 6-foot-5, included
Larry Conley, Tommy Kron, Pat Riley,
Louie Dampier and Thad Jaracz. Together,
they won 25 straight games but fell short
of giving Rupp his fifth NCAA title, losing
to Texas Western in the NCAA finals.
Rupp talks with Billy Thompson on the
DISTINGUISHED KENTUCKIAN program.
Thompson, former Lexington Herald sports
editor and now news director at WLEX-TV
in Lexington, travelled often with the Wild-
cats while Rupp was coaching and the two
recall some of the more exciting moments
on the plane trips . . . doors flying off,
planes catching fire and a pilot who slammed
on the brakes on takeoff in Lexington, just
before reaching the end of the runway.
Rupp will be remembered for what he
has meant to basketball but he is justly
proud of his other activities, namely farming.
"I am a good farmer," he says. "I
don't hesitate to tell anybody that."
He claims to not do any physical work
in tobacco. But his name is attached to the
crop when brought to market. A warehouse
representative tells the buyers, "This is
Coach Rupp's tobacco. Now boys, let's
get with it."
savor& years ND, Rupp got out of the
hog business and became a cattleman, a
move he now regrets. "Everybody knows
the difference in beet and pork prices.
well, somebody's making
It's hard to find pork on the market. And
beef prices
money but it sure isn't the cattlemen."
Rupp served in the military twice; first
as a colonel, then commissioned as a general
by President Eisenhower. Rupp tells of
receiving orders to report though he "was
above draft age. I thought it was a joke. But
I checked into it and it wasn't a joke."
Not well-versed as military Protocol, Rupp
recalls sitting on a plane with other soldiers
and WACs. "I thought they should get off
first. So I just sat there. Finally, a WAC
came over and asked me to get off ...WACs
also told me a lot of other things. But I
told her to go ahead and get off and I'd
wait. She then instructed me on military
customs, that the ranking officer was the
first to get off and the first to board a plane.
I thought that was just great since I was the
ranking officer."
Rupp had offers for other coaching posi-
tions while he was at the University, once
at three times the salary. "I came hare and
told my wife about the job. She told me
she and Herky (their son, Adolph Jr.) were
staying in Lexington. So did I."
About Kentucky, Rupp says, "When I
come in over Calumet Farm (near the
Lexington airport), I'm proud to be a
Kentuckian." (A Kansan by birth, the
Kentucky state legislature has officially pro-
claimed him a native Kentuckian.) "The
people in Kentucky are different. they're
just a fine class of people."
About Kentucky fans, he says, "They
were good to me. The students were good
to me. Even in cold, snowy weather, there'd
be 2000 Of them at the airport waiting for
the team to come home."
Rupp's greatest thrill was in 1948 during
the Olympics. He coached the U.S. basket-
ball team, featuring members of The Fabu-
lous Five. "My happiest moment was when
those five boys stood on the podium in
Wimbley Stadium as the national anthem
played and the American flag was raised,
proving they were the champions of the
world."
You can hear the story of Adolph
Frederick Rupp, the land owner, the farmer,
the cattleman, the general, and, of course,
the coach who won more than 82 per cent
of his games in 42 years of coaching on
DISTINGUISHED KENTUCKIAN, Monday,





8:00 - Channel 3 - "What
Ever Happened to Aunt
Alice," a thriller starring
Geraldine Page and Ruth
Gordon. Filmed on location
in Tucson, An. Runs 2 hrs.
10:15 - Channel 3 -
"Maya", an adventure
story of a runaway
American boy among
Indians and elephants.
10:30 - Channel 6 -
"Dragnet", a mystery
based on the television




8:00 - Channel 6 -
"Cancel My Reservation",
Bob Hope and Eva St.
Marie star in this comedy.
Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12- "The
Rose Tattoo". This drama
by Tennessee Williams
stars Anna Magnani and




10:30 - Channel 12 - "The
Sweet Ride", drama in-
volving Southern California
cyclists and surfers. Stars




10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Class of '63", the drama of
a couple attending a college
reunion. Stars Joan
Hackett. Runs 90 min.
FRIDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:00 - Channel 3 -
"Airport", a drama based
on Arthur Hailey's best
selling novel. Stars Burt
Lancaster, Dean Martin,
Jean Seberg. Runs 3 hrs.
7:00 - Channel 12- "The
Bible", a three-hour movie
special.
10:50 - Channel 12 - "The
Southern Star", a Jules
Vern story of gem hunting
in French West Africa:
Runs 2 hrs. 5 min.
12:00 - Channel 3 -
"Abbott and Costello in
Hollywood ", a comedy in
which the comics are cast
as barber and shoeshine

















4:00-All Things Considered (7
days a week)
5:30-Options (M-Fl: "Security
Boom" the boom in locks,
police dogs and guard ser-
vice 
6:30-WKMS "91.3" News IM-F)












• Benny Goodman, King Cole
Trio.
6:10-Ky. Farm Bureau
7:15-Racer Basketball MSU vs
SIU•Edwardsville
SUN. DEC. 11
8:00-Changed Lives with Ben
Haden
8:30-Clear Creek Country




Noon--States of the Union:
"Alabama"
1-2-Folk Music & Bernstein •
2:00-European Concert tall:
The Ancient Music Ensemble
of Zurich pet-forms.
I:30-Our Heritage, Our Hopes
5:00-The Goon Show: "Rom-
mel's Treasure"
5:30-Voices in the Wind with
Oscar Brand









7-9-From !he Record Library
9:00-Folk Festival USA: "Scott
Joplin" pt. 1
TUES. DEC. 16
9:00-Music & The Spoken Word
9:30-Here's to Veterans
Noon-Bach's Lunch
5: 30-Opt Ions "Guernica"
74-Firing Line with William F.
duckley
8:00-NPR Recital Hall: Pianist
Loren Gayle
WED. DEC. 17










9:00-Earplay '75 Radio Theatre:























Ns's sore istersiedU barbs
silist's ea at Wed disa la leis





6:30-8-From the Record Library
SUN. DEC. 21
8:00-Changed Lives with Ben
Haden
8:30-Clear Creek Country




Noon-States of the Union:
"Ma i ne"
1 -2-Folk Music & Bernstein
2:00-European Concert Hall
Chorus & Orchestra of Radio
Italiana, Jerzy Semkov,
conductor
1:30-Our Heritage, Our Hopes
5:011-The Goon Show: "Shangri
La Again"
FOR THE 36TH CONSECUTIVE YEAR
BRINGS YOU LIVE BY RADIO THE
C
These We broadcasts. heard 
ihrosolsmi the opepp staies sr th.
Texammorepparar opera Rada NekeOrk, and in Canada cyst the
CRC English and French Radio Networks, we proudly
 presented by
Texaco for me pleasure doper& 10Vers everywhere You we OZIGielY
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TUNE IN WKMS-FM 91.3
TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 13, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPS0-6--








6:00 Sunrise 7:00 Hong Kong 6430 Gesp• Hr.
6.30 Sunrise
7:00 Emergency 6:30 News
7:25 Schoolhouse 7:00 Heile Kong 7:00 Pebbies
7:30 Josie 7:00 Pebblee 7
:30 Torn/Jerry 7:30 Tom/Jerry 7:30 Bugs Bun
ny
8:00W. Kitty
7:3) 8410 Bunny 8:25 scheo gooey* 8:30 Frightenetein 8:30 Ssooay Don
9:30 It. Panther Road Rohm' 8-30 Lost Sauc.
8:00 Gill*" 9:00 Shy:tarn




9:30 Run Joe 9:00 Shasern 9:25 Schoolhouse
10:30 Ghost
10:00 Planet Apes Isle Hods 9:30 Goalies
10:30 Soul Train 11:00 Olnossurs
10:30 Westwind
11:00 Grandstand
10:00 Fat Out Sp.
10:30 Ghost Oust.



















1:00 News3:30 Noy. 11:30 Am Bend.
8:001, Armstrong *30 P. Melon
5:00 Spirh '76 1:30 NFL Game 12:30 Farm Report








4:15 W.W. of Spty.
6:00 L. Welk






7:00 E TIMMY 6:00 His HIM 7:00 H. Covell
10:30 Wrestling 8:00 Natl. Rode
o
8:00 Rodeo SPvic- 7:00 Jeffirsons 9:00 S.W.A.T.
11:30 Miamian Imp. 10
:3) Howl
10:30 News 7:30 Dec 9:00 Mott Helm
12:30 PTL Club 11:00 lronside
JIP .Sat. night live 8:00 M.T. Moore 10:00 News
2:30 News 12:00 C. Perry Show









IV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 14, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 K FVS-12 WSIL











































5:30 W. K ingdom
6:00 Swiss Family


















r 7:006 Million Doll













































DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Doss Not amp











































2:00 All In Family
2:30 Match Gems
3:00 Tattletales '








10:00 M. - Consul.
1- Insight
W 'This Life











3:00 You Don't Sentri























































TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 15, 1975 SCHEDULE










1 IP Tomorrow Sho
6:30 Treat, Hunt
7:00 Charlie Brown





































6:30 Make Dew 6:30 Name Tune
.rael ,e' ..,:r.
--- - et. b:30 Tress. Hunt 6. 30 Tell Truth
7:00 Movin' On
8:00 Poi. Woman







7:30 Joe & Sons
9:00J. Forrester •8:00 
MASH6:30News
Hy Days 
8:00 Rookies 9:00 MASH
10:00 News Beet
10:30 Tonight









12:00 Tomorrow 10:00 12 Reports 300 hi. wobv
10:30 Movie 10:00 News
10:30 Movie 10:00 News
12:30 PTL Club 1030 In Concert
12:30111,.., 10:30 World Ent.
12.00 News
11:30 Movie
IV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 17, 1975 SCHEDULE...,
WPSD-6
I












































TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 18, 1975 SCHEDULE













































TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 19, 1975 SCHEDULE
•
WPS0-6 KFVS-12 WS1L-3












































Things of nature make gifts
for Christmas giving, but aside
from pine cones, holly and pine,
most of nature's bounty needs
trimming, polishing, carving
and decorating when used for
gifts.
At the Comprehensive Care
Center in West Liberty and
similar centers elsewhere in
Kentucky, willing hands and
hearts are glueing, painting and
pasting. They have gleaned
earth to find small pebbles, pine
cones, corn husks, even corn
cobs and from the gleanings
have created small creatures
that could grace desks and
:ables as paperweights and
noVellies.
Hands, some of them a bit
awkward and large for such
delicate work, cut rings from
corncobs and pin and glue
petals cut from corn blades
around the rings to make
flowers.
When these people are given
such pleasant tasks, their eyes
gleam and their mouths smile.
They make a frog, using a rock
for the body (painted green),
Klan flat peebbles for feet and
even smaller round pebbles for
eyes. As work progresses, it
seems that the handmade
reatures and the visitors who
:call to watch the proceedings
become part of the center
ifamily.
I Have you a care center near
lyou? Visit them soon and
laristrnas shop among their
1 ...ares.
Christmas shopping at
rehabilitation centers in the
!Corrunonwealth serves a dual
;pp:Tose—even a triple one. You
!come away pleased; you have
,made those in the centers happy
laid you cared enough to visit;
land you have helped them with
pyn
ds for their own gift giving
making a purchase.
i At the Frenchburg .Boys
'center in Menifee County,
-hands of youths keep busy all
year handcrafting items for
sale at festivals, county fairs
land other gatherings. They
pmake lovely wind chimes from
Illative clay, also candle holders,
'bowls—but the gift of gifts from
Ithis center is their "Crawdad
Moles."
I This novel gift is indeed a
icrayfisk.hole btit with a dif-
Kerence. Various glazes are
polled to the clay and when:i:it
ed the colors flow together
make beautiful blendings.
These unusual gifts have golds
and browns as dominant
colorings or sometimes shades
of purple and soft greens. They
usually have a circle of felt
glued on the bottom to make
them useful on desks as pen and
pencil holders. They also make
candle holders. They are not
expensive and make distinctive
gifts for men.
At Woodsbend Boys Camp irr—'
Morgan County, youths are
being taught wood-working and
refinishing. Their material is
trees. Youths do not cut the
trees, according to Jerald
Amyx, who helps work with
youths, "but when someone cuts
trees on their farm or a tree
blows over, they call us at the
camp. The boys are then helped
in making useful wood products
from what otherwise would be
allowed to rot."
What youths design and make
are tables, stools, benches and
cutting blocks. Benches are
flattened on top and smoothed,
leaving the underside rounded.
Sometimes part of the bark is
left on to give a rustic look and
other times the entire half of a
tree trunk is sanded and
polished to a gleaming
smoothness, then finished to
make a piece of furniture that is
both elegant and rustic.
These benches are heavy and
durable. Some tables have a
stab top. All pieces follow 
the
natural shape of the tree trunk
and have set-in legs that are
sturdy and big and create a
balanced look.
Make a phone call to the camp
or center near you to find out
about special Christmas
projects and handicrafts. You
most likely will be invited to
visit on Sunday afternoon—that
is, if it's a state-maintained
youth rehabilitation center.
Sunday afternoons usually are
for visits from family and
friends, but some youths do not
have families who care enough
to visit. You will be pleasantly
surprised at how eager these
young people are to talk with
you and make you feel welcomc
to their temporary home.
If you are interesta-Tn
benches and tables made by
youths at Woodsbend, you
might want to drive to the camp
and visit.









Cute pull on leans for













Choose these cute pull on
jeans in blue patch print or
navy prewashed denim. 2







and padded heel. Sizes 9
to 3 in tan.
Prices Good Sun. 81 Mon., Dec. 14 fit 1
YOUR CHOICE:
REG. 19.88
Your choice of kitchen aids at low Big K prices! Choose Hoo-
ver 6-speed blender, Proctor self-cleaning iron, Mann
ing Bow-
man 30 cup stainless steel percolator, Proctor toast
er, Toast-

























The ring that interprets your
moods and those of your
friends. A super conversa-
tion piece. It changes color








































































































TULSA, (*la. (AP) — Two
young sisters are condemned to
a life without sunshine because
the sun's rays mean certain
death for them.
Terri Addington, 12, and her
10-year-old sister, Lisa, cannot
let the sunlight touch them be-
cause their bodies are unable to
cope with the sun's ultraviolet
rays.
"Ultraviolet is harmful to all
of us," said Dr. Pete Dosser, a
dermatologist and one of sev-
eral doctors following the girls'
case. "But the normal body
quickly and easily repairs the
damage. The girls' repair
mechanisms are faulty."
This results in severe freckl-
ing which the girls have suf-
fered since their first year. The
freckles later turn into rough,
scaly spots which in turn may
develop into one of several
forms of skin cancer.
Dosser said skin cancer is 100
per cent curable. But victims of
the disease called xeroderma
pignientosa get so many tu-
mors so young that just one
over-looked lesion can become
fatal quickly if it spreads to the
blood stream or brain, he said.
There is no known cure for
the disease and life expectancy
based on the 50 or so previously
recorded cases runs from 8 to
15 years.
"About the only form of
Crossword Puzzler
nickname
8 Equal 24 continent
12 Superlative 3 Begins
ending 4 Knocks
13 Danish is- *Comparative
land ending
14 Site of Tai 6 Like better
Mahal 7 Soft drinks
15 Inlet 8 Model
16 Pillaging 9 The sell
10 Be mistaken18 Farm build- 
ings Ii Beam
20 Datum 17 Alternating
21 Preposition current a
22 Footlike part (abbr i 32 Emitted
23 Goddess of 19 Negative vapor
discord 22 Recompense 33 Bushy
24 Sun god27 Aeriform
fluid 25 Mental im • 
clump
36Preposition
29 Thick. black 1190 37 Expand
substance 26 Juncture 38 Shred
30 Classify 27 Morrrment

























































The new Smut Terra' for '76.
Compare the Terra with any full-sized pickup.
The Terra is no mini. Ft houts a ton. Plus it hos four-wheel drive.
Thanks to the I 18-inch wheelbase and leaf-spring suspension, this ride
is as snsooth as any full-sized pickup.
Yet the narrower width, shorter length of Terra get you places those
pickups will never toe.
It's Me only pickup mode with 11 cubic feet of in-cab lockable storage
space—standard.
So compare the new International' Scout Terra with any other pickup.
There's no comparison. It's the only four-wheel drive
intermediate-size pickup you can buy.
treatment we know of is abso-
lute avoidance of sunlight and
frequent operations to remove
the skin tumors as they crop
up," Dosser said.
Dosser estimates Terri has
had some 200 to 300 skin tu-
mors removed, mostly from
her face, neck and arms, dur-
ing the Last seven years.
She has had two major oper-
ations for removal of large
growths, one the size of a fist,
in the last two months, and is
scheduled for surgery again
Friday.
Lisa has also had several le-
sions removed, but her case is
not as advanced as Terri's was
at the same age.
Their parents, Billie Ritchie
and Edward Addington, are
both carriers of the disease but
show none of its symptoms.
The parents were divorced
several years ago. Addington
has remarried and has a 4-
year-old daughter who does not
have the disease.
Barred from going outdoors,
the world for Terri and Lisa
has shrunk to a modest three-
bedroom mobile home they
share with their mother on Tul-
sa's east side. Even that world
is in jeopardy, however.
Mrs. Ritchie lost her job in a
supermarket in October for ab-
senteeism, just three weeks
after buying the new home and
spending "every cent I could
scrape up to make the move.
"The store was real nice
about it. I had no hard feelings
toward them, but Terri's condi-
tion is requiring more and
more frequent trips to Chil-
dren's Medical Center in Okla-
homa City.
"Who I am bitter toward is
the unemployment office. They
told me I wouldn't get any
unemployment benefits for sev-
en weeks because I was fired
for 'misconduct.' I tried to ex-
plain to them why I had to
miss work but they didn't
care."
Suzanne Thompson, president of Southwest P.T.0 is
presenting a $300.00 check for Boy Scouts so samara
Calhmore who is International Representative for the
Scouting Program at Southwest Calloway School.
•!,1$-* .**T '
Southwest Calloway Elementary School P.T.C. President,
Suzanne Thompson is presenting a check for S2,300.00 to
Principal Roy Cothran for the purchase ;,f supplementary
reading program which will be used for grades 1 through 8.
This program is under the guidance of Dr. Alsup of Murray
State University.
Cousteau Warns Of Pollution
Killing All Mediterranean Life
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — Only massive inter-
national efforts can keep pollu-
tion from killing every living
thing in the Mediterranean Sea
except bacteria and viruses,
French oceanographer Jacques
Cousteau warns.
U the pollution continues,
Cousteau told a news confer-
ence at United Nations head-
quarters Monday, the people of
Barcelona, Marseilles, Nice,
Genoa, Naples and the rest of
the coast of southern Europe
might have to move dozens of
miles inland.
"The Mediterranean is so
sick that only a carefully
coordinated project on a mas-
sive scale can avert the dis-
aster," the 65-year-old ocean
explorer said. He estimated the
effort would take seven to 15
years if launched immediately.
"If the Mediterranean contin-
ues to be intoxicated to the
point of dying, the only organ-
We
thank you!
We at the Stepladder appreciate the fantastic respon-
se to our Sale! We were delighted to see old friends
and make new ones. We want to apologize for the
customers having to stand in line at the check-out
counter. We welcome you back to our store. We will





isms that will survive will be
bacteria and viruses, and it is
too frightening to imagine what
this could mean to the people in
the nearby areas," Cousteau
said.
Cousteau would not set a
time for the Mediterranean's
death, but he said serious harm
already has been done. Coastal
areas have been cornpetely de-
pleted of fish, he reported, and
the open ocean, once at least
seven or eight times less fertile
than the Mediterranean, is now
15 to 20 times more productive
in terms of fisa catches.
Cousteau is secrets y-general
of the International Conference
for Scientific Exploration of the
Mediterranean and president of
the European Oceanic Associ-
ation. He said foul sea air has
forced him to close the win-
NICKEL, COPPER, COBALT,
MANGANESE FROM OCEAN
NEW YORK (AP) — U. S.
companies Could be mining
nickel, copper, cobalt and
manganese from the oceans as
early as 1977, reports Engineer-
ing and Mining Journal.
Billions of dollars worth of
these minerals — which are
found in manganese nodules —
are economically recoverable
from the floors of the Pacific
and Indian oceans.
The Department of Interior
will grant U.S. companies per-
Mita as early as the summer of
'76 to mine in the oceans if a
law of the sea treaty is not
reached by January 1976. Min-
ing consortia in several nations.
reports the magazine, are de-
termined to press ahead with
mining of the sea beds regard-
less of whether a treaty is
signed.
THIEVES IN WIND
RENO, Nev. (AP) — Eddie
Floyd, owner of a mobile
homes company, is taking down
his 100-foot flagpole because he
has lost six giant flags to
thieves.
The flags were 20 by 30 feet
and cost $500 each, but Ford
says he is taking down the pole
because he is afraid a thief will
be hurt by having a flag hit a
nearby power line.
He said they had to take pre-
cautions when taking down the
flag because of the proximity of
a high-power tension line Dena-
sionally it was considered un-
safe to lower them during
windy perkods and that's when
they have been stolen.
dows of his seaside office in
Monte Carlo many times.
Wastes from more than 400
million people living in a great
arc stretching from the Ural
Mountains in the Soviet Union
to Lake Victoria in central Af-
rica find their way to the Medi-
terranean, Cousteau said.
He estimated that 90 per cent
of the basin's sewage is
dumped untreated into the sea.
The level of mercury in some
species of fish caught there is
close to or above the safety lev-
el — 0.5 parts per million — set
by the World Health Organ-
ization.
Large amounts of pesticides
are carried over the sea from
agricultural areas and fall with
the rain into coastal waters.
Factories and industrial plants
dump in a variety of heavy
'metals and chemical com-
pounds.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Burley tobacco prices showed a
slight rise in Kentucky at the
end of the third week of sales.
though volume was down on the
final day.
Twenty-seven of the state's 30
markets conducted sales Thurs-
day. Farmers sold a total of
13,429,642 pounds of burley
statewide, down from 15,075,538
the day before.
The statewide average was
$103.21 per hundred pounds, up
64 cents from Wednesday's av-
•erage, which was the low for
the season.
Lexington, the largest burley
market city, handled the high-
est volume Thursday, 1,856,767
Pounds, for an average of
1102.13 per hundred pounds.
The lowest volume was at
Paducah, where farmers sold
120,548 pounds of burley for an
average of $101.80. per hun-
dred.
The day's highest prices were
recorded at Morehead, where
the average was $109.62 per
hundred pounds on volume of
570,818'pounds. The lowest av-
erage was $96.71 per hundred
on volume of 126,327 pounds at
Covington.
There were no Sales at
Franklin, Henderson or May -
leld.
Ban On Cyclamate May Be Lifted
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
six-year-old government ban on
the artificial sweetener cycla-
mate, a move that left a bitter
taste in the mouths of millions
of diet-conscious Americana,
may be lifted next year.
A blue-ribbon scientific panel
tentatively concluded Wednes-
day that more than 20 new ani-
mal-feeding studies conducted
in some of the world's most
prestigious research labs had
failed to turn up evidence that
cyclamate causes cancer, birth
defects or genetic damage.
But one panelist, Dr. I. Ber-
nard Weinstein of Columbia
University, said he still had a
nagging suspicion that cycla-
mate may be a "weak carcino-
gen" that could pose risks of
cancerous tumors in up to 5 per
cent of users. He said there is
enough doubt to warrant more
tests.
The other four scientists on
the panel said some of the
world's top researchers failed
to demonstrate that cyclamate
causes cancer in mice, rats,
guinea pigs and rabbits. They
gave their go-ahead for draft-
ing a report due in March to
the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration.
Abbott Laboratories, the lead-
ing cyclamate producer and the
petitioner seeking FDA reap-
pa-oval of the sugar substitute,
called the panel's preliminary
conclusion "gratifying."
"We think the major question
clouding the future of cycla-
mate is gone or soon to be
gone," said Abbott vice presi-
dent Richard W. Kasperson.
The FDA had no immediate
comment but is expected to
study the scientific panel's con-
clusions and recommendations
City To Receive Funds
To Repair Gas System
LIVERMORE, Ky. (AP) —
The Western Kentucky town of
Livermore, bedeviled by gas
fumes from its own pipelines,
has received assurances that
some $400,000 is on the way to
repair the leaky system.
The aging city-owned natural
gas system has deteriorated for
some time, and has reached the
point where well over half the
gas pumped in is lost through
leakage.
The situation was dramatical-
ly illustrated shortly before
Thanksgiving when a match
was dropped on the sidewalk in
front of the post office — and
flames erupted.
No one was hurt, but flames
fed by gas from cracks in the
sidewalk spread 20 to 30 feet
before the blaze was ex-
tinguished.
Livermore appealed for help,
and the city was informed
Thursday that help is on the
way.
The Kentucky Development
Council told city officials it had
been authorized by Gov. Julian
Carroll to make U.S. Economic
Development Administration
funds available to Livermore.
And the Farmer,Home Ad-
ministration todty officials
that Livermore's application
for an FHA loan will be proc-
essed within two weeks.
The Economic Development
Administration funds are not to
exceed $300,000, and the city
seeks a $140,000 loan from the
FHA. The applications for the
money will be prepared by the
Green River Area Development
District.
To comply with Kentucky De-
velopment Council require-
ments for securing the Eco-
nomic Development Adminis-
tration funds, the city council
approved a resolution to budget
gas-system funds in the future,
and to train people to properly
operate the gas system.
EELS, NOT TURKEY
KANSAS CITY (AP) — The
Pilgrims served no turkey,
cranberry sauce or pumpkin
pie at the first Thanksgiving
meal in Plymouth in 1621.
These items were available at
the time, according to Hall-
mark historian Sally Hopkins,
but only became part of the
Thanksgiving tradition in later
years.
What was served at that first
feast? Venison, duck, goose,
seafood, eels, white and corn
bread, leeks, watercress, wild
plums, dried berries and wine.
T h e British Parliament
passed the stamp act which im-
posed heavy taxes on the colo-
nies March 22, 1765
Built-in Super Scour cycle helps make
sure wash and rinse water are hot enough
to help scour away even stubborn stuff!
• 2 full sire revolving spray writs for thorough washing
• Porcelain-enameled tub resists rust, stains and scratches
• filtering system helps eliminate pre-rinsing
. In-the-door silverware basket with lift-out and front-opening
convenience.
• Reversible cutting board top: one side for work, one for show
• Dual detergent, rinse conditioner dispenser.
closely before it admits cycla-
mates back into the nation's
food supply.
The cyclamate saga began in
1927 when Michael Sveda, a
University of Minois chemistry
student, became curious about
the sweet taste in the cigarette
he had laid down on some
chemicals on the laboratory
bench. He had accidently dis-
covered a new sugar substitute.
First marketed by Abbott as
a table sweetener in 1950, cy-
clamate soon became a com-
petitor of ap old artificial
sweetener, saccharin, dis-
covered in IC79 but objectional
because of its bitter aftertaste.
Food and drink makers found
that by combining 10 parts cy-
clamate, 30 to 50 times sweeter
than sugar, with one of saccha-
rin, 300 to 500 times sweeter
than sugar, the aftertaste of
each Was canceled.
U.S. cyclamate consumption
skyrocketed to 18 million
pounds a year. Products using
cyclamate accounted for annual
sales of more than $1 billion.
Then, on the basis of two
studies that produced cancer-
ous bladder tumors in rats fed
cyclamate, the FDA banned its
use in soft drinks in 1969 and in














Hurry in today...don't let this buzyet away!
Dunn FurniturEP
T. V.& Appliance
Uncle Jeff's Slapping Center
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1. Legal Notice 1 Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
Calloway Circuit Court; Howard Brandon, and wife,
Ruth Brandon Plaintiff, VERSUS Ronald Joe
McGhee, d/b/a "Auto Paint Specialist" Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the November
20th Term thereof 1975, in the above cause, for the
sum of Fourteen Hundred and no/100 ($1,400.00
Dollars, plus two hundred dollars ($200.00) per mon-
th from November 15, 1975 until premises are
vacated and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer
for sale at 409 South Fourth St., City of Murray,
Kentucky, to highest bidder, at public auction on the
22nd day of December 1975, at 2:00 O'clock P.M., or
thereabout, for cash the flowing described proper-
ty, to-wit:
Several items of office equipment - several 7
shelf, metal display racks - 1 Kodak Ektalite
Reader - 1 Shadograf Electric Scale - I Paint Mixer -
1 Coke coin dispenser - Many Gallons of paint - Lots
of sand paper, grit paper and discs - Masking paper
and tape - Many other items for auto painting and
refinishing - too many to mention here. For com-
plete inventory information or inspection contact
Frank L. Ryan.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
Feature-Filled
PotscrubberTM Dishwasher!
• Rolls where weeded now —
can be twelln Wier
• 2-Cycle Wash Selection
Power Sona/P, Normal Soil
• Push lo Merl Cetera( Knob
— easy lo fres end We
• Powerful 3-Level VANN Ac
Don
• Sound Insulefed
• Tull Tub. Interwr
• Rinse Aid Olspenew
• Duni Detergent awe.«
• seucet-eki Unicousie ,




Howard Coy, John Simmons - Owners
212E. Main ..... Phone 753-1586







STAND BACK! HEAD5 UP!
ARE YOU READq? THI5 15
IT! HERE WE 60! FORE!
DOWN THE FIELD! IN THE
AIR! HERE IT COME5!
















MEET US AT THE
BLUE DRAGON.
MARCIE, WILL YOU
HURRY UP, AND KICK
NAT FOOTBALL?!!
BEETLE, I'M PROUD OF
YOU! MATS TNE WAN











J. ALL RIGHT ?
I'LL GET HELP,,.
Baseball & Softball
by Rawlings, Wilson, McGregor
Offer Good thru-Doc. 19
Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods













van. Will pay 15 cents a
mile. Call 753-4953.
BABYSITIER in my home
Monday through Thur-
sday, 8:00 to 5:30. Must
have own transportation
and references. Call 753-
1888 after 6 p. m.
WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call




Our Business"._ . -
Whoa yew need seppies, equip-
ment et service ail is. Cleening
is Moat we knew best. W. hem
steam dealers end ether
clooning orpipaseit far nut,.,
if yea pieties. MI dam peer










, News, Society ond









WE LOOK INTO your
needs as well as at them.
NEEDLINE, 7534333.
WE ARE FEATURING an
art exhibit by local and
talented young lady,
Cathy Dowdy. Her love
for animals is displayed
in her paintings at the




Effective December 20, 1,17S.
The Nonlis Cblreprectic Center
will beep.. Meaday, Teesday,
Wonsesdrr end friday, 1-12 sad
2-6. Thorn* end Unwary by
eppoistraeat only. Emergency
phone swims, 1544712. Of.













Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need line,. . 753-NEED





15 re I 1 1
















• ▪ The brand new Jeep C.2-2 can really widen your horizons. A
• bigger. roomier, more remota sports utility, the CJ-7 is a furl-•
• loving worichorse It has a ID-% bich wheelbase—giving you more
g front and rear leg room and more cargo space You can add an
• automatic transrn ission for more driving fun, and Quadra-Tree.• Jeep Corporation's exclusive autorruitic 4-wheel drive system.•
• Stronger frame, new springs and shocks, engine im-
• provementa—they all add op to increased ruggedness and




you want to go,
0-7




















• 806 Colchvoter Rd.
•I753-6448
• W 4DEB:0431 n•
••••••111•••••••••••••11111110111411V•M•MI .....0 
11111113107111,1111WRIMMAIRWX1WWWIWARIM MI XIS XII wawa Ir
1 The ww 1
1 College Shop 1I
1  Home of pre-washed jeans by il
4 *Male *Land Lubber *Wright 1
i
i 
*Peters *Outer Limits *Levi's I
Faded Glory I
For that special gift for I
your son, shop the store 1






I 'Home of finer fashions for thel
I younger man' 
i
I Next Door to Wallace's BookstoreUse Our Lay-away Plan










-Thorough Washing And Rinsing
-Two vinyl-Coated Racks -Detergent Dispenser












































































And slipping your foot into one of Connie
Shoes' most feminine of heels is definitely
one of them. Treat yourself to the
feeling-dosed toe in wint, black, navy.





Sou thside Manor 753-8339
•••••••••••••• •••••• ••OW •••••• •./^•••••••••




The famous One-Gun/One- Lens Trinitron
Color System hos a new llzrwide-orxgle color w-
picture tube h means that a family-size Trinitron
has sharp, rich, bright color up front, ond the 4.,A
slimmest cabinets around, The skinny new fam-
ily-size Trinitrons are really something to see.
Look into the son of the gun today
ICV-1910 •Trinttron
19" screen reassured &atonally
•Trinitron Color System (me
gun-one lens) •100% solid state
• Poweraving instant-on detest
switch •One-button control for
Automatic Fine Timing Color It
Hue •114 deg wide-angle deflec-
tion picture tube in slim cabinet-
•No set up adjustment 
Simulated walnut grain cabinet.









nil NO WM INN AIN INN AR NS AIN MIN Mr
Want something Different as Christmas f
gifts, shop the Squash Blossom
Fine selection turytunse jewelry, leather. I
pottery, baskets. wicker furniture. wroughti
iron.




107 N 4th Street
Nowa - Starting D.K. 1st Hwy Christine'
INea-Taes-Tltavs.- 10:00g. in. - S:30 p. rn
Wed.-Fri. 10100e... -$30 p. se.
Sat. 10:00 a. mt.-8:30 p. ns.




Chemical Corp. has a
permanent opening for a
control laboratory
chemist. Desires person
with BS Degree in
Chemistry and ex-
perience in instrumental
and wet analyst, excellent
fringe benefits, which
include paid vacations,





Route 2, Box 54, Murray,
Ky., 42071. Attention:



















training in the territory.











You must have a suc-
cessful work or self em-
ployment history. Sales
background optional. A











An equal opportunity employer
CUSTOM BUILT portable
storage buildings, green
houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's







Oil Co., 502-247-2545, 7 a.
m.-4 : 30 p. m. or 436-5459







1976 SOLJD STATE i
I(HROMA(OLOII




2 The STAMFORD • G4743W
Pt Genuine Walnut wood veneers/ and select hardwood solids on
top and ends Front, base and
egs of matching simulated
wood matinaL
* lea% Soed-State Titan
300V Chassis





* Solid-State Super Gold 1





LIMITED TIME! LIMITED QUANTITIES!
Tucker TV
Sales & Service
1914 Coldwater Rd. -753-2900














WANT TO BUY. Good used
Honda 70 motorcycle. Call
753-7546.
14 Want To Buy
WANTED TO BUY. Good
used barbed wire for
fencing. Phone 4354347
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, amh
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
DeliVered to Benton, Ky.
Also All 'buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 3544440.
15 Articles For Sale
GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price




brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hard-
ware, across from post
office, Paris, Term










• Unique, tidy "Silent Bu
tler"
ash removal hasps house
cleaner
• Black or contemporary CO10111
- for any decor
• Available with legs o
r en-
closed base






15 Articles For Sale
PECAN SHELLS for
shrubs and flowers.
Roper & Fields Texaco
Station, Hickman, Ky
42050. Phone 236-2336.
BOYS 10 SPEED bicycle,
Captain's bed complete,
beautiful hand painted
china vases, solid brass




WILL BUY TOY trains.
Sales and service, Lionel
and H. 0. Call 753-6855 or
753-7570.
WE HAVE A good selection
of nice gifts, handcrafted
by local people. Little Red
House of Crafts.
FOUR SETS OF Texas
longhorns. Marked down
for quick sale. Little Red
House of Crafts.
SIMMONS DAY BED good
condition. $25.00. Two
slightly used snow tires,
650 x 13. $25.00. Call 753-
2590.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. WW
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315.
TWO PIECE BROWN
living room suite, good
condition. $75.00. Call 753.-
7435 after 5 p. m.
40" ELECTRIC stove, 34
size mattress and box
springs and metal bed
frame. Call 753-1977 after
5 p. m.
. b H 111. Fr ."
SMALL OVAL TABLE
Good condition. Call 753-
5766 between 4 and Op. m.
HIDE-A-BED COUCH
$35.00. Exercycle, $30.00,
or best offers Call 753-
3005 after 5 p. m.
TWO WHITE Provincial








WIN 1. Op.. Until I a. in.
Oe New Yeti's he
Mg Steak Special New Veers he
Seasetlag ha New Veen Da
WALLIS DR
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE

















* 4;t0 re: *-41k-te-
* TWIN LAKES to
tit. OFFICE PRODUCTS ID Hrnaenadls oMPeatct•enssparentback door
Inc.
lisdli 00522
tDuring the Christmas Season with el:3
t purchase a Col. Lee's Country Ham
t be given away. 4
41)














18:00 a.m.-540 p.m. Mew-Thar.
II:00 p.m. Fri. & Set.
l'*1"1".41"21"1"'"P"'"Iriftorthilnivervireowyrtrira ant irwlywo
'lest ley
te 10" lit dill -Ike kV" want stwasiel 
perala typewriters, iii, lit
"
by a lealsi *sesames tan* wercriae, Ike 
14 is raggedly hat AL e
itt for yews at caris-fra service. It W
as the framer tack, lively -afir
edam wild ceitsistam woad over* looking 
ter, pies a waft of „to 0
Ile type-sue,haw's, lacadima holl-she office keyboard. . . 1144. to: ,. 609 S. 4th
ot. mesesalk ha. fader . pape
r apart ad per-fisid latficeer..
* kaysat telsa
ar t .415amtametk tab caeremas. 
. kat wag. .110•- V SO
 lit CIP lit 9 iii
. 
ade * csairsti...
tack contra selector. . qmick-set 
W war
411




plots with a e, lealier-lik
s carrying caw Owes* from
,d4 • Ihninctim Woof*, rof ty
po styles. 140' r
7q The Perfect 
Christmas Gift 441
* $44 1 1 * * * 
44 
WHEAT STRAW $1.00
bale. John Imes, Almo,
Ky. Call 753-8332.
USED ELECTRIC HOT
water heater, 40 gallon,
glass lined. Good con-
dition. $35.00. Call 436-
2154.
SONY TC-330 cassette, reel





Two wheels with snow
tires. With steel studs and
tubes. Size 78-15. Also two
wheels with snow tires
with studs and tubes Size
750-14. Call 753-271
WOOD STOVE in excellent
condition. Call 482-2166.
SPALDING GOLF SET, 9
clubs, bag and cart. Like
new. Modern walnut












cleaner you ever used. So
easy too. Get-Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer,
Big K, Bel Air Shopttp4
Center.
* t





Thaws and cookS frozen
foods in minutes
(3 Easy to operate wipes
clear in a jiffy
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sNI ALL ANTIQUE Oak

















rra •at4%• X X
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY Vacuuln Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street
New and rebuilt




1100 shotgun. 3" magnum
with ventilated rib. Plus
28" modified extra barrel.
Both in excellent con-
dition. $225.00. Call after
5, 753-2316.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power








Have a Happy Prepaid Christmas next year.











Owe Of The Many Nehireliser Styles
t Adams Shoes '3
























Until Christmas Eve si
5 Corvette lanes il










We specialize in gifts just for you. Bibles of all kin- I
ds featuring the Open Bible & Giant Print Bibles
from Nelson.
Gift plaques & pictures, jewelry, childrens books
& novelties, gift books (hardback & paper), Bible V
dictionaries, commentaries, & concordances & an I
outstanding stock of records, 8-tracks & cassetts.




Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 28" - 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
24. Miscellaneous
WE INVITE YOU to come
and see our wide selection
of macrame and other
craft supplies. Glenn and
Bettye Helm, Little Red
House of Crafts, Uncle
Jeffs Shopping Center.
=Ana xasiosa7081:33111117818781111WWW17111831118311/8
Let Us Help You
Hove a Heavly Christmaen s
1





I New Gift Books to consider • Angels. . God's Secret /
II Agents by Billy Grahm and Man In Block by Johnny I
11 Cash
WI 105181311773sza =gm WIG le533XXS WM WM 784 /818
22. Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and





Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.


















27 Mobile Home Sales




cellent condition. Call 753-




spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street.
Call 753-3855.




A REAL COLLECTORS ITEM




gi SNARE DRUM with stand







01 PIANO TURNING, repair
aid rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos










100 south o 3th Streee
Flies. Reecho%














.0 The Whole Family






Pesi Office tot 412
Tenth and Chestnut













30 day special. Four ft.
high installed, $1.50 per ft.
Call after 5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492
or 642-8947.
2/ Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
FOR SALE HANDMADE 1968 12 x 61 STYLE-MAR.
Barbie doll clothes, very Carpet, underpinned,
reasonable. Call 753-4011. washer, dryer, dish-
washer. Call: 753-7423.
TWO 18.50 °LIVERS 2 sets
snap on duals. One paper
hamMer mill used one
year. One 1974 GMC
pickup, air, power, sharp 
Two plows, 5-14" J. D., 5-
14" M. F. Call 489-2462.
For Sole
Browning CB Radios.




trailer for sale. Worth the
money. Call 753-6044.
1972 12 x 60 CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
bedrooms, bath, central
heat and 3 ton air.
Refrigerator and stove,
underpinned, 8 x 20 ft. red
wood sundeck. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0958
after 6 p. m., Monday
through Friday.
1973 HOMEI it, 12 x 60,
unfurnished. Central air,
Call 753,8706.
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,





condition. $4,995. Call 753-
9816.
28. Heating & Cooling
TWO 60,000 BTU, LP gas
wall heaters. $30.00 each.
Call 436-5414.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM, 1 mile
out of city limits on 121
South. 685.00 month,
$50.00 deposit. No
children. Call 753-3175 or
753-6649 after 5.











31. Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS TO rent
house outside of city




clean, small quite, house
to rent in Murray area.
References. Call 753-8808.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM wall to
wall carpet, central heat
and air. Refrigerator and








ment, all carpet, disposal,
range, dishwasher,
washer dryer hookup,







commodate 2, 3, 4





Call 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 6:00
and on Sunday.
34 Houses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE for
college students.




fireplace and sun porch.
Ideal for University
family. Call 753-4342.
TWO BEDROOM, bath, in
Hardin, gas heat, newly
decorated. Call .753-4661.
HOUSE FOR RENT at 307





bred gilts, also corn fed
hogs for slaughter. Call
753-9390 or 753-1344.
FORWARD SEAT English
saddle and bridle. Call
753-9570.
REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and





house broken, 1 year old.
Call 354-8419, anytime.
tifOlistaa SAM*
Tool Boxes For Pickup's,
Some price as lest year. $99.00 included Ky. Tax
Every man with a pickup needs his own
tool box.
SMALL FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kelly's Pest Control,
100 South 13th.
TWO BEDROOM duplex
with central heat and air,
wall to wall carpet.
Outlets for washer and
dryer. Married couple,
one child, Available Jan.
1. Call 753-9741.
MURRAY MANOR




paid. Central heat and air
conditioning. Call 753-
8668.
Flip Top Lids (easy to use)
inside Sliding Troy (handy)
Locks On Each Side (prevents theft)
Can be used as company expense
PAINTAYL.PR CHEVROLET INC,







Murray's Only complete bicycle




We will deliver layaways on
Christmas Eve.
Spoke & Pedal
Have A Save Christmas
RALEIGAr





















































VERNONS fisE TS OT RE ERN
r & Shoe D•Pt• ..-Shoe Repair Dept.
Olympic plaza 9-9 Weekdays 753-9885
1-6 Sunday
soots &Shoes For Every ArtmtylInder The Sun" Weekdays 121Rypacc
FURNISHED APART-

















couples only. Call 435-4335
after 5.
























Come in and Register for
Free 20® Permanent
To Be Given Away By Drawing on Dec.
$ 
22nd, 1 o'clock.
Permanent will be given at your convenience, up to 3




Next Door To Murray Ledger & Times
7,4ammerarammemaimasararoararamcameermeasaseiaraereaftwA
IOpen Evenings Et Sundays
Till Christmas















































Irish Setter. 21 months
old. Ronald W. Churchill,
call 753-2736.
ONE MALE PEEK-A-
P00, $50.00. Eight weeks
old. Will hold until
December 22. Call 753-
1492.
AKC WHITE TOY Poodle,
female, 17 months old.
Also 8 compartment cage.
Call 753-9349.
BEAUTIFUL PUPPIES
just right for Christmas
gifts. Priced from $45.00-
$65.00. Call after 6 p. m
and weekends, 753-4469.
TOY POODLE puppies.
Special price. Phone 753-
6379.
AKC REGISTERED
Beagle puppies. Will be 8
weeks old Christmas. Will
hold for Christmas. Call
753-9918 after 5 p. m.
POODLE SHOP.
Profession* grooming.
All breeds. Pine Point
Estates, Eagle Creek






8:30 - 3:00. American
Legion Hall. Clothes,
Avon bottles, toys, fur-
niture, dishes, plants,




clothing and odds and
ends. Everything must
go. 803 Vine St., Friday
and Saturday, 8:30 - 4:00.
BARGAIN BARN, 13th and
Main, New shipment.
Saturday 9-4. Christmas




turnips. Most items less
than $3.00.
GARAGE SALE, Friday
and Saturday, 12 and 13.
Toys, clothes, antiques








kaiak, Awe bottles, wilts,
ela disks, pitta's, 5 speed
Me, like ow, Wilms (nee,
weenie, &aim) stews, I.V.,
leas, lets of eiscolleresies, else
























and Black & White
TV's
Dunn Furniture
, T. V. & Appliance
Si
•
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
41- Public Sales
DUE TO RECENT sales
we need listings! We have
clients wanting three
bedrooms with dining
area (2) good tillable
acreage north of city. Call
now Wilson Real Estate,




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real ,estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
43 Real Estate
WE HAVE a nice mobile
home that can be pur-
chased with a ,low down
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin,
Ky. The mobile home and
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00. Let John
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
show you this property.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
MAKE A BID on this
beautiful family home
featuring 4 bedrooms, 2, 2
baths, fireplace, family
room, built-in kitchen,
central gas heat, central
electric air, double
garage. Contact Boyd-
Majors Real Estate. 105
North 12th, or call 753-
8080.
A VERY NICE 3 bedroom
brick home close in to
Murray, has a 2 bay
clean-up shop with 10
overhead doors, an ex-
cellent set-up for someone
wanting to get started in
business with everything
already set-up and ready
to go. Priced reasonable
at $37,500. Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South 12th, 753-
3597.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 7534162.








Price reduced by owner.
For appointment call 753-
8611 or 753-9537.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2 car
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
gas grill. Also brick utility
building with 2 car car-





Henry Street. $17,500. Call
753-3358.
qs(ou N.v.A14-r vloa.mcE? I'LL GIVE You
vlat NCE . "
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER 3 bedrooms,
1,2 baths. Magnolia
Drive. Fully carpeted,
large family room, dining
area, utility, double
carport. Trees and
shrubs. Low 30's. Call 753-
2485.
FOUR BEDROOM stone
and frame house, central
gas heat, entry hall, living






fenced back yard. Paved
drive, carport, large patio
with redwood screen, nice
lot near Bel-Air shopping
and Middle School. For
extra quick sale, owner
will sacrifice for $22,900.
This one can't last long.
Call Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753-
8080.
THREE BEDROOM brick
home, 1,2 years old. Fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, 1,2 baths, 2 car
garage, two blocks from
Murray High School. Will
lease for $225.00 month.
Call 753-7154 or 753-0053.
TWO BEDROOM brick on
Farris Avenue in Murray.
Carpet, large den,
fireplace, lots of closet
space, double
refrigerator freezer,
stove, washer and dryer,
dishwasher and garbage
disposal. All drapes in-
cluded. $28,000. By ap-
pointment only. Call 753-
0370.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1970 MODEL JEEP truck.
Camper, wheels and tires.
Four wheel drive. Also
firewood for sale. Call 753-
5807.
1970 VALIANT DUSTER 6
cylinder, $795.00. 1966
Ford Fairlane, small V-8,
$295.00. Call 489-2595.
1962 FORD FOR sale
$75.00. Call 436-2184.
1971 OLDS, 4 DOOR hard-
top. Excellent condition.
Radial tires. 44,600 actual
miles. 1972 Ford Ran-
chero - excellent con-
dition. 27,500 miles.
Edgar Shirley, 753-3006.
1953 DODGE PICKUP. 1965
Mustang. Call 437-4620.
1973 CHARGER S. E.
Brougtun, all power and
air. Low mileage. Extra
clean. Call 753-0564.
1966 CHEVROLET pickup




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every Wed-
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to. One
hour from Chicago and
next to expressway and
Rockford Airport. Fly in
or drive in. Come to
Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing. Open
6 days. Jim Clark or
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
This is a dealers auction.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
I 1944 OlDS 442.
Doable paper end eir cessatlik











Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, Ya mile east





work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call




TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White.
753-0605.
KIRBY CAREPT CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
HAVE CAR BUFFED and
waxed for $15.00. Call 753-
2993.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647.
LAKELAND CON-
STRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinIty of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord, Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call


























*Long and Street length Dresses
SETTLE-WORKMAN
w-Pr.. Gift Wrapping with seek sad sysrt Porch.** AAA
ItSee Salk Werfosee for wallty mackinaw of s rsamadlie Plos:181,
We sirrerelete Yew Seeieess I 43
You may shop - Master Charge,
Bankamericard, layaway, Charge and cash. ‘74)
4440 Ait IOU III
ooteeseeteteletter4
Put some color into t4
it your white Christmas.
fig Poinsettia, WM Weir brilliant red nod is. awe, bews awe tisa
tfrommobellse tkiorser-sed. bellism !senses. As Weir Ms beck tereAl




















will make small dogs.
Call after 3:30, 753-8610.
THREE LONG HAIRED
white kittens, one black
and white female adult




kittens, litter trained. Call
7534530.




















home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
CARPET INSTALLED.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 474-
2789.
PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work




6 Experienced Pointers at your Service
No Job Too Large or Too Small
Free Estimates
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
Carlos Black Jr. Painting Contractor
406 Sunbury Circle-Murray
47. Motorcycles
1974 CL100 and 1973 S1,125.
Bored out, new paint.
Both super sharp. Call
753-0650.
1973 YAMAHA MX 254,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
075 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1948 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 753-0963,









condition. Call after 5,
753-6749.
1975 CHEVY VAN, black
with mag wheels. Call 753-
8275.
1970 T-BIRD, full powsr
and air. AM stereo ane







Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-























Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call













TER will do interior or







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
Macrame Says make Your Own
Gifts
*Fell Selectioa sof Silk, Jule, Seine
Twine, Ibre
rlary, Cord, Braked Cord
*bees Wu Lbw











WI Ilan AUAOST MIMICS If worm CAN MT
sciirs„cicums, \,44,1a
We're Offerset...ileisee...And Very Medi Team 753-08.59
Holiday Tinto
*i
Come In and Browse Around
eweicurt *
Says Make Your Xmas Gifts
And Save
Thongs& of Haan Ti Goose From
Was Wort Nut (*Mk,
haitian 61ass, IWL Sim
Shim hides









...7114.1 or 4: ,11
(.1
11 V 1117.44-..ijk. ( I
See the New Hondas
Tool cattle Hs* spirit of Oirisholos whew yew first su Me our fiew
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Thomas Honda Sales
801 S. 4t1t St. Morrey, Ky.
DO YOU WANT HIGH EARNINGS?
Do you want a challenging career where the rewards are directly related to your
own personal efforts in your own protected territory? Sell a line of high-
performance, high-quality lubricants that enjoy 90% repeat business. Be home
every night while you build your own future with the acknowledged leader in the
quality lubricant field. Comprehensive company paid training program under the
direction of skilled professionals. Company benefits include life and
hospitalization insurance programs. No franchise fees. If you don't like work, don't
answer. But if you are willing work, have a car, and have sales or mechanical ex-
perience, then this opportunity is for you. You can join the select ranks of our men
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minister of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will be the
speaker at the eleven a. m. and
6:45 p. m. worship services on
Sunday, December 14, at the
church.
At the morning service the
Adult Choir will sing -The Holy
Hills of Heaven" directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott at
the piano and Mrs. Jim Neale at
the organ.
Tommy and Susie Scott will
sing "God Has Not Changed"
with Lucretia Crawford at the
piano.
The youth choir will meet at
530 p. m. for practice and will
sing in the evening service. The
adult choir will meet at 7:30 for
practice on their Christmas
music.
Jim Neale will serve as
deacon of the week. Nursery
workers will be Mrs. Zera
Jones, Mrs. Marilyn Newsome,
Mrs. Evie Paschall, Mrs.
Debbie Darnell, Mrs. Martha
Terry, and Mrs. Carolyn
Carroll.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m. and Church Training will be




The Lynn Grove and Goshen
United Methodist Churches will
hold services on Sunday,
December 14, with worship at
Lynn Grove at 9:45 a. m. and
worship at Goshen at eleven a.
m.
Rev. Bill Hart, pastor of the
church, will speak on the
subject, "A Child Greater Than
Angels" with his scripture
reading from Hebrews 1.
At 6:30 p. m. at Goshen
Church, Chester Reeder will
lead a Bible study and
discussion on the first chapter
of Hebrews.
The public is invited to attend






executive director of the
Kentucky Baptist Foundation,
Middletown, will be the guest
speaker at the 10:45 a. m. and
seven p. m. services on Sunday,
December 14, at the First
Baptist Church.
Special music at the morning
service will be by the Adult
Choir, directed by W. Rudolph
Howard, minister of music,
with Mrs. John Bowker as
organist. Their selections will
be "Good Christian Men,
Rejoice" and "Jesu Joy of
Man's Desiring."
Jamie Washer, deacon of the
week, will assist in the morning
services along with G. T.
Moody, minister of education,
and Ned Walsh, minister of
youth and activities.
At the evening service special
music will be by the Children's
Choir, directed by Mrs. David
King, and the Youth Chorale,
directed by Bro. Howard, with
Miss Lisa Winters as ac-
companist for both groups.
The Choir will sing "On
Christmas Day in the Morning"
and "Only A Manger." The
Chorale will sing "Angels We
Have Heard On High," "Joy to
the World," and "Forth We Go
to Bethlehem."
Taking the offering on Sunday
will be J. D. Rayburn, Orvin
Hutson, Rex Galloway, Oran
Outland, C. D. Vinson, and G.
M. Knight.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Barber, Ray Clark,
Mrs. James Rogers, Mrs.
Durwood Beatty, Miss Lynne
Beatty, Miss Carol Sears, Miss
Susan Snyder, Mrs. Calvin
Morris, Mrs. Wilburn Farris,
Miss May Morris, Mrs. Charles
McDaniel and Miss Lisa Mc-
Daniel.
"•••••••4WWW1
THE GOLDEN VOICES, who have made many personal appearances in West Kentucky during
the year, and who are heard on radio weekly in this section, will present their 13th Annual Pre-
Christmas Concert, in the Grove School Auditorium, Paris, Tenn., at 7:45 p. m., Sunday, Decem-
ber 14. Special guests will be the DIVINE MESSENGER CHORALE, from Memphis, Tenn.
'Dunlop Says Ford Under Pressure
To Veto Picketing Legislation
WASHINGTON (API — Sec-
retary of Labor John Dunlop
says President Ford is under
tremendous political pressure
to veto a controversial con-
struction site picketing bill that
Ford earlier had personally en-
dorsed.
And Senate conservatives,
who had threatened a filibuster
to block final action on the
measure, agreed to permit a
vote on Monday after the Ho




The Grace Baptist Church,
located on South Ninth Street
Extended, will have regular
worship services on Sunday,
December 14, with Rev. R. J.
Burpoe, pastor, speaking at
10:45 a. m. and six p. m.
John F. Wood is music
director with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita Underhill as
pianist. Sunday School will be at
9:45 a. m. and singing prior to
the evening service starts at
5:30 p. m. Steve Srnotherman is
Sunday School superintendent.
On Wednesday prayer ser-
vices will be at seven p. m. with
the mission organizations, Girls
in Action, Acteens, Mission
Friends, and Royal Am-
bassadors, also meeting the
same night.






Church, located at 16th and
Main Streets, will have regular
services on Sunday, December
14, with Sunday School at 9:30 a.
m. and morning worship at
10:45 a. m.
"Yeah For Scrooge!" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Rev. Charles Moffett with
scripture from Isaiah 61:1-4 and
8-11 and John 1:1-18.
A special congregational
meeting will immediately
follow the service of worship on
Sunday.
Ushers will be John Gregory,
Roy Kirk, Ken Goode, and
Charles Hinman. Acolytes will
be David Dickson and Victor
Stacey.
Activities for the coming
week will be fellowship lun-
cheon at noon on Monday,
congregational care committee
meeting at the Holiday Inn on
Wednesday at noon, and adult
choir rehearsal at 6:45 p. m.
Wednesday.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m 354.3
up 0.2. Below dam 304.9 down
0.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3 up
0.3. Below dam 313.3 down 0.6.
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 7:00.
Moon rises 1:19 p.m., sets
Friday 2:18 p. m.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
be used to put pressure on
three men under investigation
by a grand jury in Detroit in
the abduction of Hoffa.
The three, all from New Jer-
sey, are Salvatore Briguglio,
47, of Paramus; his brother.
Gabriel, 30, of Union City; and
Thomas A. Andretta, 38, of
Hasbrouck Heights. The three
were named by a government
informant as responsible for
Hoff a's abduction-murder and a
source has said one was picked
out by a witness in a lineup.
Salvatore Briguglio and An-
dretta were indicted with
Faugno in 1971 on charges they
conspired to counterfeit $250,000
worth of postage stamps, food
stamps and federal reserve
notes. Briguglio and Andretta
pleaded guilty to the charges.
Salvatore "Sam" Proven-
zano, now president of Team-
sters local 560 in Union City,
was indicted but later cleared
in the same case.
The Briguglios and Andretta
are all associates of Anthony
"Tony Pro" Provenzano, broth-
er of Salvatore, a power in the
Teamsters union and an oppo-
nent of Hoffa's.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fed-
eral Energy Administrator
Frank Zarb, who earlier ex-
pressed doubts that a congres-
sional energy plan would mean
lower fuel prices, now says,the
bill should save consumers
about 2.5 cents a gallon on fuel
oil and gasoline.
Although the Democratic-
sponsored plan would tempo-
rarily run counter to President
Ford's own energy program, he
has not said whether he will
veto it.
Zarb told Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, D-Wash., in a letter
that while the congressional
plan's price cuts might not be
felt immediately, "prices will
be less in future months than
tiiey otherwise would have Iren
under a continuation of the
present program" of price con-
trols.
Portions of the Dec. 6 letter
from Zarb were printed in a
conference committee report on
the compromise energy bill, on
which a final vote in the House
and Senate will come next
week. The letter was released
Thursday.
Congressional economists say
the bill could mean a tempora-
ry saving of 3.5 cents per gal-
lon on gasoline or home-heating
oil, and they predict lower
prices may be felt as soon as
the bill becomes law — if it
does.
Zarb has urged Ford to sign
the bill as the best energy plan
he can get from Congress this
year, but conservative lawmak-
ers adamantly oppose it on
grounds it would increase de-
pendence on foreign oil.
While the conferees were
Writing the compromise bill,
Zarb said publicly he would be
surprised if the plan resulted in





A new seeies on the Kentucky
Educational Television (KET)
network entitled "The Adams
Chronicles 1750-1900" during the
spring semester of 1976 may be
used to earn either graduate or
undergraduate credit in history
at Murray State University.
Made available through the
Public Broadcasting Service,
the 13-week series of programs
about John Adams and his
descendents will be shown on
Tuesdays from 9 to 9:30 p. m.
Jan. 20 through April 13.
Students at Murray State may
earn three semester hours of
credit by enrolling in History
547, Problems in American
History. Dr. James Hammack,
assistant professor of history,
will serve as the series coor-
dinator on the campus.
Noting that there has been a
renewed interest in American
history with the arrival of the
nation's 200th birthday, Dr.
Robert Burke, chairman of the
Department of History at
Murray State, said the KET
series on the Adams family
"gives us a view of our past in
human terms."
The series is a dramatic
portrayal of members of the
family as they struggled with
the responsibilities of leader-
ship through a period of 150
years.
Students may register for the
course during the regular
spring semester registration
Jan. 8-9 or at the first class
meeting at 6 p. m. Thursday,
Jan. 15, in Room 306 of Faculty
Hall at Murray State. Students
will report to the campus at two
other times during the duration
of the course.
Tuition is $27 a semester hour
for graduate students and $18 a












But in the letter to Jackson,
Zarb wrote:
"Regardless of the rate at
which the cost reductions flow
through in lower prices to con-
sumers, the conferees may rest
assured that their actions, if
enacted by the Congress and
signed by the President, should
result in a savings to con-
sumers of about 2.5 cents per
gallon on petroleum products."
Democrats predict Ford will
have to sign the bill, with its
temporarily lower fuel prices,
or jeopardize his chances in the
nation's first presidential pri-
maries of 1976. Those tests are
scheduled in 2,.2 months in New
Hampshire and Massachusetts,
wintry states heavily dependent
upon oil for heating.
The compromise bill, worked
out during a 16-day conference,
would retain controls on oil
prices through March 1979. At
the start of the program, the
average price of U.S. domestic
oil, now about $10.50 a barrel,
would be rolled back to $7.66.
New Providence To
Hear Bro. Caste-el
Services will be conducted
Sunday at the New Providence
Church of Christ. Bible Study
will begin at 10:00 a. m. and
worship at 11:00 a. m.
At the morning worship
period Bro. Ed Casteel, the
church minister, will speak on
"Be Ye Doers of the Word,"
with the scripture reading from
James 1:22-27.
Sunday evening Bible Study
will begin at 5:30 p. m. and
worship at 6:00 p. m. At the
evening worship Bro. Casteel
will discuss Great Chapters of
the Bible—LI Timothy 4, "The
Final Charge."
Following the evening wor-
ship the Young Adult Class will
meet at the home of Ed and Iris
Casteel for a period of
fellowship.
The new Visitation Team No.
2 will be making calls in the
neighborhood this week. Ser-
ving on this team with Captain
Odell Lamb are: Edna Lamb,
Bobby C. and Clara Stub-
blefield, Clarence and Mary
Milner, and Dorval Hendon.
Martin's Chapel To
Hear Choir Program
The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will hear the
choir in the presentation of the
Christmas Cantata on Sunday,
December 14, at 6:30 p. m. at
the church.
Mrs. Letha Patterson is
director of the choir and Ricky
Cunningham will be the pianist.
Rev. Charles Morris will be the
narrator.
A visit from Santa Claus will
climax the evening program, a
church spokesman said.
Rev. W. Edd Glover
Gives Sermon Topic
"The Gift Found In The
Gospel According to John" will
be the subject of the sermon by
Rev. W. Edd Glover at the
eleven a. m. services on Sun-
day, December 14, at the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. His
scripture will be from John 1.
Mrs. Emma Dean Lawson
will be the pianist. Greeters will
be Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Ross.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m.
The biggest share of the roll-
back would be accomplished by
removing the $2-per-barrel tar-
iff that Ford imposed earlier
this year on all imported oil
and on that portion of U.S. pro-
duction that is not subject to
price controls.
During the 40-month period,
the iverage price could rise by
as much as 10 per cent a year,
returning to today's levels by
mid-1977.
The president could allow
higher prices for hard-to-pro-
duce oil, such as that from
very deep wells or from above
the Arctic Circle, so long as the
price of easy-to-get oil was cut
to maintain the average.
CARS MOVE WITH FRP
TOLEDO ( AP) — With the
move to reduce vehicle weight
and improve gas mileage, auto
manufacturers are accelerating
their use of fiber glass rein-
forced plastic (FRP), accord-
ing to Owens-Corning Fi-
berglas, glass fiber supplier.
The company estimates that
by 1981, 820 million pounds of
laminare will go to automotive
applications, up from 285 mil-
lion in 1975. This is a 19.4 per
cent increase through 1981.
Major applications now in-
clude front-end panels on 27
models, rear-end panels on two,
air conditioner and lamp hous-
ings on 34 and instrument pan-
els, crash pad retainers and re-
lated parts on 40.
Future applications could
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Don't Buy Before You check Our Prices.
It will be worth yourtime.
McKeel Equipment
Cop, Inc.
503 Wain! Phone 153-3062
229 to 189 vote.
The bill is considered ty
many Republicans to be Ford's
No. 1 current political head-
ache, even though the measure
has been around Congress for
25 years and received virtually
no public attention.
Conservatives pushing Ford
to veto it believe their hand
may be strengthened by a new
Gallup Poll showing con-
servative challenger Ronald
Reagan leading the President
by 40 to 32 per cent among Re-
publicans.
The bill would give building
trade and construction unions
the power they have long
sought to shut down an entire
construction site in the event of
a dispute with only one subcon-
tractor.
Dunlop acknowledged, in an
appearance Thursday at the
National Press Club, that pres-
sure for a veto is coming from
some construction industry em-
ployers, some management
representatives "and from the
politicians in various states
around the country."
He noted that he had pushed
for its approval earlier "on the
President's personal instruc-
tions," but he said that he has
no indication now whether the
President will sign it.
When asked if he might re-
sign if Ford reverses himself
and vetoes the measure, Dun-
lop avoided a direct answer.
Close associates, however, said
they doubt he would quit.
Ford had personally endorsed
the bill with the condition Con-
gress also approve a compan-
ion measure creating a new
mechanism for settling con-
struction industry disputes.
Senate-House conferees includ-
ed that measure in the final
version of the picketing bill.
The measure passed the
House on Thursday, despite
some last-minute adminis-
tration pressure to beat the
measure now so Ford won't
have to make a decision on it.
In the Senate, the decision by
conservatives led by Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., to permit a fi-
nal vote without a filibuster
was designed to put pressure
on Ford, a Republican source
said.
Backers of the measure ear-
lier had mustered 62 votes -
two more than the 60 needed -
to limit debate but their
strength is believed to have de-
clined now below the required
number.
But supporters are still be-
lieved to have enough support
to pass the measure on Monday
and force Ford to decide wheth-
er he will bow to the con-
servative pressure and switch
his stand.
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Nurses' Zarb Now Says Energy Plan
Pinning Would Save 2.5 Cents A Gallon
Scheduled
A pinning ceremony symbolic
of completion of the bac-
calaureate degree in nursing at
Murray State University will be
held on Sunday, Dec. 14, to
recognize a record number of 24
mid-year graduates.
Scheduled at 2:30 p.m. in the
auditorium of Mason Hall
i Nursing Building), the
program will include an in-
vocation by Mrs. Linda Clark,
assistant professor, an address
by Mrs. Jeanette Furchess,
instructor, and special music by
James Ray, a junior from
Providence.
Dr. Ruth Cole, chairman of
the Department of Nursing, will





Dale Campbell, Nashville, Ill.;
Mary Clara Courtney, Pon-
namma Mathew George, and
Brenda Lois Moore, all of
Mayfield; Jill Craig, Barbara
Jean Enghausen, Martha Helen
Brown Harper, and Susan
McCann Schappert, all of
Murray; Timothy Gholston,
Memphis, Tenn.; Mary Ann
Glover and Deidra Ann Henley,
both of Louisville.
Paula Hutchins Greer, South
Fulton, Tenn.; Allyson Miller
Kell, Fulton; Janice Eaves
Lovett, Hardin; Frances Bush
McGinnis, Fern Creek; Mariesa
Knoth Ramey, Kuttawa;
Brenda Tish Scherer, Mt.
Vernon, Ill.; Cynthia Ann
Seabolt, Henderson; Joyce
Suzzanne Smith, Carrier Mills,
Ill.; LaDonna Jean Tate,
Ramsey, Ill.; Eva Mathis
Whitis, Hickory; and Karen Sue
Yopp, Paducah.
Pins to be presented to the
graduates were made up
especially for the Department
of Nursing at Murray State.
Inscribed with three words—
hope, endeavor, and
achievement—they are shield-
shaped with a red cross in the
center to signify service.
A reception for graduates and
their families will be held
following the ceremony.
A plaque in memory of Cindy
Hill will be presented to the
Department of Nursing by the
graduating seniors prior to the
pinning ceremony. Mrs. Hill of
Murray, a member of the class,
died last spring as the result of
injuries sustained in an
automobile accident that oc-
curred as she was returning
from a field trip to Louisville.
Ingeitigators Suspect Hoffa
Buried In Jersey City Dump
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — Fed-
eral investigators are readying
equipment to dig up a Jersey
City refuse dump in a search
for the body of an underworld
figure and, sources say, the
body of former Teamsters boss
James R. Hoffa.
Officials refused to say, how-
ever, when the excavation
would begin at the 60-acre site
known as Moscato's Dump, a
landfill that has not been used
for years.
Robert C. Stewart, a member
of the U.S. Organized Crime
Strike Forae, said Thursday,
"Within the past 24 hours the
government has received infor-
mation from an informant
whose information has proved
reliable in the past, which
should enable the government
to focus attention upon a more
precise and limited area of the
dump.
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Prices of dock of local tnterest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of
Murray, are as follows
U S Homes  Vs um
Kaufman k Fir oad 
Ponderosa Systems r4 INK
Kimberly Clark 35% -%
Union Carbide 57% -%
W R. Grace 34% unc
Tezaco 22% -44
General Dec 411% +
GAF Carp 10% -%
Georgia Pacific 41% unc
Pfizer 25% -%
Jim wasters sp. +,./.
Kirsch 11% 4%
Disney 48%
Franklin Mint 25% Ai
F'rices of stacks of local intereid at noon
today furnished to the Ledger k Times by
I. M. Simon Ca. are as follows:
Airco 17% -44
Amer. Motors 5% -hi
Ashland Oil  111% unc
AT&T 49% one
Ford 42% -%
Gen. Motors 50% +'S
Gen 'lire it% unc
Goodrich 17 Ail
Gulf Oil   111% usic
Pennwalt  2144 + VI
quaker Oats 54% -%
Republic Steel 311% 1171C
Singer . 9% unc
tapas n 5% +t4
West err 1 r n inn 15% -%
7sinith 22% unr
"The government has sur-
veyed the area and has under-
taken to obtain the equipment
necessary to conduct the
search," Stewart said in an af-
fidavit used to obtain an exten-
sion of a search warrant grant-
ed last week. "The logistical
problems are however, ex-
ceedingly formidable and addi-
tional time is needed to conduct
the search."
The original search warrant
was to expire today.
Sources said the informant
who supplied the information
was a convicted member of or-
ganized crime who may be try-
ing to trade information about
Hoffa in return for leniency in
an unrelated case.
He is currently under protec-
tive custody by federal mar-
shals, and federal officials have
refused to make any public
comment about him.
The warrant does not name
Hoffa as the object of the
search. It directs the FBI to
find the body of a reputed loan
shark named Armand "Cokey"
Faugno, who disappeared three
years ago after he was indicted
on counterfeiting charges. How-
ever, sources said the infor-
mant provided information re-
lated to Hoffa's burial.
Officials theorized that sol-
ving the disappearance of
Faugno could provide leads in
the Hoff a case.
Federal sources said the wit-
ness may provide information,
unrelated to Hoffa, that could
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December 12, 1075
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Markel
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 217 FA1 1500 Harrows is
Gilts Steady Sows Steady .50 lower
US 1-2200-23D Rs. $49 75-50 00
US I -3 200-2401W $49 25-411 7$
US 3-4 14111-3010.  2204921$4 
US 3-4 3110-3111 lbs. 14750-4221
Sawa
US 1-2 273-350 lb. $35 06-34 011
US 1-3 300-450 lbs 1135 0036 00
US 1-3 450450 Ms $34 5015 50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs S34 131315 00
Boars 20 00.31 00
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